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Presidents' report: "a fair document"
By Anne Welwood
it! The Committee of Presidents
Universities of Ontario has re-
-1
leased a working paper to
be
'■'used in formation of campus pol-
icy regarding student unrest. En-
titled "Order on
the Campus."
ts'/the report attempts to define de-
grees of protest
and to provide
counter-measures,
For text of report see page 3
''
Questioned regarding his posi-
aiiifion as far as the committee was
toiiconcerned, Dr. Frank Peters,
of Waterloo Lutheran,
'replied whereas WLU is not a
assisted university
lo'he was only an observer and not
Mian active participant in the draft
Df the report.
....
Peters said there are presently
2 both a faculty committee
and a
'Istudent committee on conduct on
!t! this campus. Although they are
''working independently, be said
' they will both make recommenda-
?lF
J
sivftions to him, possibly within one
i month.
"Legitimate dissent
is allow-
able in a democracy, however
jjrtJiat is a different matter from
tlcoercion to the point where a per-
son authorized by either the fa-
culty or the students is unable to
express
himself freely," said Pet-
ers.
Asked if local police were al-
lowed to come on campus at any
time, the President replied civil
authorities were given that right
only if a criminal offense occur-
red. Generally, he would meet
with his advisory committee, he
said, and together they would
take care of the disturbance
themselves.
The committee does not have
to be called in an emergency,
and the President can act by
himself. Although it may not al-
ways be possible, he added, "I
would rather get together with
my colleagues."
Regarding penalties to be levied
for creating such disturbances,
Peters explained if the police
laid charges, the university would
not. This would rule out any pos-
sible danger of double indemnity.
"Suspension is possible," he ad-
mitted, "however the Board of
Governors would be the final au-
thority in such a case."
"All this comes under the Crim-
inal Code and if the Crown At-
torney at any time decides it is
a breach of the law, then it's out
of our hands," he said.
Waterloo Lutheran is not in any
way
bound by the Presidents"
working paper and Peters is wait-
ing to see what the student and
faculty committees will recom-
mend. "I want honestly to listen
to the students fust," he said,
"as they have provided us with
excellent suggestion in years
past."
President Peters called the re-
port "a fair document." He said
it made possible legitimate peace-
ful demonstrations to draw atten-
tion to issues without interfering
with the academic processes of
the University.
"ft is in the best interests of
the students who have come to
university to study and who would
not want a minority to interfere
with their perogative." he said.
He went on. "On the other
hand, we at WLU will not accept
a position until the students have
had ample opportunity to discuss
it and through their coucil to
act upon it."
"This is also true of the facul-
ty," he added.
Peters stressed any position
Waterloo Lutheran generated
would also have faculty support.
The Canadian University Press
mentioned some sources consider-
ed the report to have been re-
leased "somewhat prematurely."
In a CUP release John B. Mc-
Donald, Vice-Chairman of the
Committee of Presidents of Uni-
versities of Ontario was quoted
as saying each university is free
to accept the report, implement
it. modify it or ignore it.
University of Toronto President
Claude Bissell said the report
was "a helpful document, one of
several statements that will be
used to determine out' Toronto
policy."
President Peters
... an
observer and not an
active participant in draft of report.
Ryerson students disclose institute's plan—charge "fraud"
TORONTO (CUP) — Two stu-
Jents who recently resigned from
the board of governors of Ryer-
Son Polytechnical Institute Mon-
day (September 22) charged the
board intended to submit, phony
plans to the Toronto City coun-
cil, to speed up approval of zon-
ing changes for the institute's ex-
pansion.
The students, Richard Finlay
ind Gordon Jackson, said the
phony plan was prepared at a
jost of $10,000 in order to keep
Sie institute's real multi-million
Hollar expansion plan a secret and
io speed up zoning changes in the
Expansion area.
And in addition, the students
lave released a series of files
Vhich show:
*
Ryerson paid former princi-
»al Howard Kerr a full salary for
t4 months after he resigned in
tune, 1966;
*
the institute paid out $721,
•507 in building consultants' fees
n the year ending March 31,
.966;
* the board of governors has
teliberately delayed its search for
l replacement for administration
•resident F. C. Jorgenson who
eft the school in July;
*
board chairman W. H. Kelly
leliberately tried to deceive the
wo student members about in-
ormation on amendments to the
tyerson Polytechnical Institute
let.
The students said they were re-
ealing the documents in the
ope that a public inquiry would
e held into Ryerson's affairs.
Administration vice - president
'• W. Portner explained Tuesday
September 23) that Ryerson had
lade two expansion plans, a
modest one" to obtain immedi-
ate zoning changes for land own-
ed by the institute, and another
which revealed the true extent
of Ryerson's expansion program.
By x-evealing' the second one, he
said, property the Institute hoped
to acquire might have soared in
price.
"Neither plan has been sub-
mitted to council vet," he said.
"Both are still evolving."
Portner said that in an inter-
office memo to the administration
president, he referred lo the less-
extensive plan as a "fake."
"That was an unfortunate ex-
pression," he said, adding that
the memo had actually been con-
fidential and he was surprised the
former student representatives
had made it public.
"The terms used there only
have meaning among ourselves,"
he said, and stressed that there
had been on attempt to gain fin-
ancial advantage for anyone on
the Ryerson board.
Finlay and Jackson submitted
a letter of resignation from the
board September 10, saying that
while on the board they "encoun-
tered prevarication, procrastina-
tion and deception to an intoler-
able and normally repugnant de-
gree."
The two students had run for
the positions as avowed moder-
ates in student elections last year.
Both students said they had
been told by members of the
board and Ryerson officials that
there were two expansion plans,
one real and one phony.
Jackson said he was told the
phony plan was drawn up because
it would be easier to get past
city council and because it would
be politically embarrassing lo re-
veal the first plan, which is near-
ly twice as costly as the second.
The phony plan was submitted
to city planning commissioner
Dennis Barker and other city of-
ficials earlier this year, but it
has not yet gone to city council
or the Toronto Board of Control.
There is no record of city offi-
cials having seen the first plan.
A memo from B W. Power, Ry-
erson's vice-president of admini-
stration, to then-administration
president Jorgenson, dated March
6, 1969. states'.
"Plan B (the phony plan) is
therefore merely a device to en-
able us to obtain the zoning chan-
ges required in connection with
major projects immediately ahead
of us .
.
."
"It would not seem practical to
expect the minister (of education)
to spend any important amount of
time reviewing what is actually a
fake document. More likely, he
would appoint someone from the
department to review the plan
and advise the minister regard-
ing the wisdom or otherwise of
revealing it to the public."
The phony plan would involve
the purchase of a relatively small
number of properties not now
owned by Ryerson, but the other
plan would involve several inajor-
and expensive-purchases. .
Finlay and Jackson also said
documents show the board voted
to keep former principal
Howard
Kerr on the payroll on a consult-
ing basis after he left the school
to take a part-time job as chair-
man of the Ontario Council of
Regents of the Community Col-
leges—at a salary of $5,000 per
year.
Kerr was paid $1,541.46 pep
month by Ryerson until August
31. 1967.
Jackson also said the board
knew last February that admini-
stration president Jorgenson was
planning on leaving Ryerson for
a post at Calgary, but no replace-
ment has yet been found.
F'mlay said he asked several
times at board meetings if the
search for a new president could
be speeded up, or if there could
be some discussion of the subject.
"I was told by Mr. Kelly (board
chairman'" that I was being im-
pertinent," he said.
York administration recruits student 'Pacifiers
TORONTO (CUP) — Harry
Crowe, dean of York University s
Atkinson College, has been chal
lenged to explain a secret meet-
ing he called Monday night
(Sept. 15) to recruit 40 students
as "pacifiers" during freshman
orientation ceremonies.
Mrs. Pear! Chud, vice-presi-
dent of the Atkinson student
council, charged Tuesday that
the meeting of selected council
members was called "to get 30
or 40 senior students to act as
ushers at orientation meetings
so they wouldn't have any out-
break of violence
...
or disrup-
tion
"
Last Thursday (September 11)
members of the York Student
Movement disrupted a teach m
featuring York Dean of Arts,
John Saywell and Liberal MP
Philip Givens. The YSM chal-
lenged Saywell and Givens to
justify the connection
between
the university and corporations
set up exclusively for private
profit, and the special treatment
given corporations by govern-
ments.
The college apparently hoped
to avoid further disruption by
radicals by using 40 students as
'
pacifiers," Mrs. Chud said.
There were no incidents during
this week's orientation exercises.
Interviewed Tuesday (Septem-
ber 16) Crowe said there had
been no meetings or formal dis-
cussions regarding a plan fop
dealing with potential disrupters.
Later that day he admitted that
such a meeting had been held,
adding that the ushers were in-
tended as "pacifiers" in case of
trouble.
On Tuesday morning Bill Farr,
secretary of the university warn-
ed the YSM that they might be
physically assaulted if they tried
to challenge speakers.
Mrs. Chad, a strong critic of
Crowe's belief that the only re-
lationship between a faculty
member and student is that of
a master and apprentice, said
she was not invited to the meet-
ing because "They felt that male
students would suit the purpose
better,"
J
Cardinal Leger to receive degree at WLU
Paul-Emile Cardinal Leger, one
of the world's best-known and
best-loved churchmen, will ac-
cept an honorary doctor of divin-
ity degree Nov. 2 during fall con-
vocation at Waterloo Lutheran
University.
Alsoo receiving honorary de-
grees that day will be Her Ex-
cellency, Mrs. Roland Mitehener,
wife of the governor-general; and
Dr. Frederick W. Minkler, retir-
ing director of education for the
[Toronto borough of North York.
Cardinal Leger, for 14 years the
Roman Catholic archbishop of
Montreal, left Canada late in 19tJ7
for the role of missionary priest
to the lepers in Cameroon, Afri-
ca. He will be returning to Can-
ada for the first lime this fall for
ti brief visit.
When he made his decision to
become a priest to the lepers,
Cardinal Leger said, "If the gos-
jpel must be proclaimed to all
men, it is directed first of all
to (he poor in spirit."
He added that Christianity must
strive to narrow the gulf between
the "silent suffering" in under-
developed lands and (he afflu-
ence of "sophisticated civiliza-
tion."
And when asked by a newsman
how a cardinal could make (he
transition to simple missionary,
he quipped, "I don't think that
being a cardinal is a hindrance
to doing good."
Cardinal Leger will be the
speaker for Waterloo Lutheran's
baccalaureate service, conducted
on campus at 9:30 a.m. The ser-
vice is attended by the 400 stu-
dents who will later receive their
degrees at the convocation at 2:30
p.m. in
the Kifchener Memorial
Auditorium. Both events are open
to (he public.
Dr. Frank C. Peters, Waterloo
Lutheran president, said the uni-
versify wished to pay tribute to
Cardinal Leger for his outstand-
ing example of Christian concern
for the suffering of the world.
"We are honored tfat he has
agreed to come to our campus and
delighted that he will preach the
sermon at the baccalaureate ser-
vice."
Mrs. Michener, making her first
visit to campus, will preside at the
dedication of WLU's new five-
storey central teaching building
following the baccalaureate ser-
vice.
Speaker at convocation will be
Mr. Minkler, for 15 years head of
a school system now educating
100,000 students in primary and
secondary schools.
Nassau heads film dept.
Fifty-four students are enrolled
this year in English 39, a new
course which delves into the var-
ious aspects of film. The expect-
ed popularity of the course has
made ihe class bigger than was
hoped. On the other hand, any
student may sit in on the course
jjf he 'wishes.
Professor Nassau, director of
(■Cinematography at Waterloo Lu-
theran is responsible for the con-
tent of the course. In some re-
spects the film course is basic-
ally the same as any film apre-
feiation course that is offered at
jother universities but it differs
|n some important respects: More
£mphasis will be put on the mech-
anical operations of photography,
jbol h in still pictures and in mov-
ies. Also Mr. Nassau hopes to
toromote an interest in film mak-
ing, the aspects of good pictures
Band the inner workings of the ea-
jsnera itself. This will provide a
Snore general and practical out-
look in film photography for the
Student.
Last year
the English Depart-
ment acquired Mr. Nassau for the
film course. His experience
.ranges over forty years and his
talents are varied; he has put
fhis finger into almost every as-
pect of photography. Starting off
With still photography in 1922,
■3Mr. Nassau learned the fields of
dnews photography and later en-
tered the area of color. He went
movies where in 1947 he did
ithe film research work for the
""Third Man" which was filmed
jj« Austria with Carol Reed and
Peter Lawford. By 1959, thirty
documentaries of Austria were
accredited to Mr. Nassau. In 1959
he came to Canada and worked
for the CBC, making news films
and documentaries. To add to his
iist of achievements Mr. Nassau
filmed ihe royal and state visits
for the CBC in 19t>7 and then be-
came Director of Photography for
Dominion-Wide Photography Lim-
ited, a company which did work
for the CBC. In 1968, while work-
ing for New York-Vermont Tele-
vision Incorporated, an affiliate
of the ABC Network, he set up
DBF (educational) stations.
Here at Waterloo Lutheran Mr.
Nassau also guides a small group
of people in Audio-Visual pro-
cesses to be used for the various
functions of the university. He
is in charge of renting and buy-
ing equipment and films used at:
the university by both students
and faculty.
Asked about the future of cin-
ematography at WLU, Mr. Nas-
sau expressed only a "hope for
the future." He felt there was a
need for an audio-visual course
for teachers. This field of tele-
vision in education is one of
increasing importance. He
also felt there could be some
follow-up courses to English 39:
one for prospective directors and
another for hopeful cameramen.
This, too, was only speculation.
Mr. Nassau said he was avail-
able to talk to and help any in-
terested persons at Waterloo Lu-
theran. His door on the second
floor of the new teaching build-
ing is har<?lv ever locked.
New head in WR
"We're not dealing with num-
bers, we're dealing with individ-
uals." This was a statement made
by Miss Mavis Skelton, new head
of Women's Residence.
Originally from England, Miss
Skellon took an intensive two year
course in social work and be-
came an English governess be-
fore coming to Canada in 1952.
In this capacity, she worked with
emotionally disturbed children
and homeless teenagers through-
out England, Canada and the
United States. She said that she
loves Canada and has travelled
to Vancouver, Halifax, Montreal,
and Toronto.
One of Miss Skelton's beliefs
is (hat "we'd all be much hap-
pier if we would accept people
as people." She feels that (he
girls in residence have a respon-
sibility to learn to live together.
On the whole, she is quite im-
pressed with the girls' conduct.
Although she has never worked
with a large number of girls be-
fore, she finds her work excit-
ing and stimulating.
Miss Skelion commented on the
rules which govern Women's
Residence. "In general, the rules
are made out of kindness, thought-
fulness, and consideration for
others. There is no purpose in
having rules just for the sake of
rules."
Miss Skellon was attracted to
Waterloo Lutheran "because of
its Christian atmosphere," and
hopes to take one of its graduate
courses in social work.
Ask Asquith
Dear Asquith,
I am a freshette here at Waterloo Lutheran Uniy
er
sity and I have been sitting in my room every nig-ty
Nobody seems to pay any attention to me. As a matter
of fact I can only remember two instances when fellow
have talked to me. The first time was at Registration
while getting my picture taken. When I smiled for ))lv
picture, the photographer said "You have nice teeth
Both of them." The second instance occured when I w
picking up my cutlery in the Dining Hall. A guy walked
by and said "Are you sure you need it?"
I just can't understand it Asquith ; what's wrong?
enclosing my picture along with this letter and I hope
you can help me out.
Signed: Ruthie
Dear Toothy
Judging from your picture, I'd suggest you shave tlie
backs of your hands and stay inside this week because
there is a full moon.
Asquith.
"Forde studio lower prices"
Forde Studios of Kitchener an-
nounced the original price lists
will be used again this year. Pri-
ces were raised at registration
without the knowledge of the
Chairman of the Board of Publi-
cations, Roger Sutton.
Sutton agreed to have Forde
Studios as photographers for
graduation photos based on the
original price. Informed of the
change, Sutton threatened to have
the grad photos taken by a com-
petitor.
One example of the change in
price was an original cost of $18
for a certain number of photos
becoming $24.
Forde decided to revert to ori-
ginal contract prices when Sut-
ton mentioned going to a competi-
tor.
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Keffer Chapel
10:00 - 10:20 a.m.
Monday-Friday
Chapel Speakers: Week of September 29 - October 3rd
Sept. 29-Dr. U.S. Leupold
Sept. 30-Mr. Peter Gumming
Oct. 1 - Mr. Ron Leonard
Oct. 2-Mr. Ron Mulberger
Oct. 3 - Pastor Urdahl ■
Under Attack
WEDNESDAY, OCTOBER Ist
THURSDAY, OCTOBER 2nd
7:30 p.m.
THEATRE AUDITORIUM
Free Tickets at Subog Office
I
.
i h ir\ (~CMTC
JOIN THE GANG AT AL'S
TSC UNIVERSITY BILLIARDS
(Corner of King and University)
University president's report
'Ifviolencethreatened,callthepoli '
This is the complete text of the work-
ing paper of the
committee of Ontario
university presidents, titled "Order on
the campus".
Recent years have
witnessed t mount
ing wave of demonstrations,
confronta-
tions and
violence in North American
universities. Increasingly, these
disturb
ances have been
characterized by e\
remism and violence
confusion and
division on the part
of faculty, frequent
tacit or vocal endorsation
of radical stu-
dents by some faculty members,
a wide
range
of responses by university ad
ministrators (all the way from condon-
ing or forgiving extremist
behaviour
to prompt reliance on
the police'). d<=>
mands for amnesty in the aftermath
of
violence, and a growing disaffection
and rage directed at the universities by
the public and legislators.
There can be no doubt that
violence
constitutes a serious danger to the sur-
vival of the universities as places of
teaching, research and scholarship.
These functions at the highest level
can only be performed
in an environ-
ment free from coercion. By accepting
membership in the university commun-
ity an individual acquiries new responsi-
bilities.
As observed by the faculty of arts and
sciences at Harvard, these responsi-
bilities "require him to see ho-.t easily
an academic community can be violated,
knowingly or unknowingly—whether by
actual violence or by lack of responsive-
ness to widely perceived needs for
change; whether by impatience or by
insensitivity: or by failure in a process
of decision to make sufficient effort to
consult those who have to live with the
results of the decision
In Ontario the focus of protest has
been on the governance of universities
and on the programs and curricula.
Much but not all of the protest has been
exercised fairly and legitimately and the
universities have shown their willing-
ness and ability to he responsive to the
need for reforms.
The universities in Ontario will con-
tinue to he responsive to student con-
cerns and opportunities for improving
the ways in which they perform. The
faculty, administration and governing
bodies are prepared to discuss with the
students the merits of proposals on any
issues in an atmosphere of mutual res
pect. They will continue to make chan-
ges where discussion and examination
demonstrate opportunities for improve-
ment.
However, the universities will noi
carry on discussions or make changes
in the face of threat or other forms ot
coercion. The unlimited range of ideas
essential to the university function can-
not exist in the presence of coercion
and he who interferes with free discus-
sion and exercise of the rule of reason
exhibits behaviour unfit for the academ-
ic community.
Illegitimate disturbances within the
universities fall into two classes—those
which obstruct the normal processes
by which the university carries out its
academic functions and those which,
whatever their other characteristics,
invoke violence or the threat of violence.
Illegitimate and unacceptable ac-
tivities, as listed by Harvard, include
the following:
• violence against any member or
guest of the university community.
• deliberate interference with acad-
emic freedom and freedom of speech
(including not only disruptions of a
class but also interference with the
freedom of any speaker properly in-
vited by any section of the university
community to express his views):
• theft or wilful destruction of univer-
sity property or of the property of
members of the university;
• forcible interference with the free
dom of movement of any member or
guest of the university;
• obstruction of the normal processes
and activities essential to the functions
of the university community.
It is possible to have peaceful dem-
onstrations to draw attention to issues
without interfering' with the academic
processes of the university and such
demonstrations are entirely legitimate.
The university, while anxious to accom-
modate legitimate dissent, is not pre-
pared to tolerate dissent or demonstca
tion which involves any of the above
listed illegitimate activities.
The university therefore will consider
all of the activities listed above as
cause for immediate suspension. When
a disturbance occurs, disciplinary ac-
tion will be implemented as follows:
• All students, faculty and
of the university will be required to
identify themselves to any officer of
the university on request. Failure to
comply will be interpreted as evidence
that the person is not a student, fae
ulty member or employee.
• The president will have available to
him an appropriate standing committee
of faculty members and students chosen
by the senate of the university. The
president will be empowered to call
this committee into session without
notice in the event of disturbances oc-
curring in the university. The commit
tee will be asked in any such case to
rule first whether the disturbance in-
volves violence or threat of violence.
The committee, in the event that viol-
ence is not involved, will be asked to
rule whether the disturbance constitutes
an obstruction to the university's
processes.
• If the ruling is that the university's
processes are being obstructed, the
president will be required to warn or
have warned alt those involved.
• If the obstructive behaviour is not
promptly discontinued, the person will
be advised that they have been sus-
pended.
• If. after suspension, the obstructive
behaviour is not discontinued, the police
will be brought in.
• If the ruling is that the disturbance
involves violence or the threat of vio-
lence. the president will be required
to suspend the person or persons and
call the police. Cases of violence are
be-
yond the capacity of the university to
deal with alone. Violent action is un-
natural to the university and yet the
only response by which violence can
be
contained is the exercise of counter-
violence. The university recognizes that
in such circumstances there is no ac-
ceptable alternative to enlisting
the
police for the protection
of Lhe acad
emic community. When the police have
been called in and when charges have
been laid by civil authorities, the
university will not intervene. It should
be noted that the police may on their
own initiative come on campus if there
is clear and present danger to life or
property.
# In the case of grave emergency in-
volving the safety of individuals 01
immediate danger to property, the
president can call the police before
calling into session the special stand-
ing committee.
• Following suspension, the suspended
person or persons will be charged be-
fore the university's properly constitul
ed disciplinary authority (regardless of
any action taken by civil authorities).
They will be accused of wilful ob
struction of the university's processes
or violence, or both, and if found
guilty will be liable to expulsion, or
dismissal.
The university recognizes I hat these
procedures are distasteful and that the
penalty for offenses is severe. It fervent-
ly hopes that it will not find it neces-
sary to invoke these sanctions. At the
same time, the university is adopting
this position because it is convinced
that the very existence of the univer-
sity is at stake. Expulsion or dismissal
is the only appropriate penalty for those
who would challenge the university's
right to carry on its affairs through
orderly and peaceful discussion and its
right and responsibility to be a house of
intellect.
UofTcouncilattack discipline guideines
TORONTO (CUP)—The students'
administrative council of the Uni-
versity of Toronto has demanded
that administration president
Claude Bissell disavow recent
hard-line policy statements on
student unrest which, the council
says, "come close to fascism."
At a special meeting of the
cou: il Monday riighi (September
22), members said the statements
—issued by the Committee of
Presidents of Universities of On-
tario and by Caput, the U of T
disciplinary body, must be with-
drawn or "liberal" attempts at
reform are at an end
"
The CPUO statement, issued
last week, suggested hard-line
punitive measures for virtually
every form of student protest ex-
cept ordinary picketing. Bisseli,
with 13 other Ontario university
presidents, was involved in its
formulation.
The statement by Caput, issued
Sunday (September 21), carried
BisselPs signature and said the
disciplinary body would react
harshly to any disturbances in
classrooms, seminars or universi-
ty functions.
The CPUO statement, accord-
ing to the Toronto student coun-
cil, "fails to deal with the reali-
ty of Ontario;" by talking of 'vio-
lence' and 'disruption' in the ab-
stract. it creates an atmosphere
of hysteria.
"The fact that Ontario has suf
fered no violence, has had no
property destruction, has had no
personal injury or death does not
seem to have affected the CPUO,"
students' council saicL
Terming the counter-measures
contained in the report "fright-
ening," the council noted no stu-
dents had been involved in for-
mulating the document, and ac-
cused Bisseli of undercutting a
student-faculty committee on dis-
cipline which has not yet report-
ed.
"This calls into question the
process of decision-making which
has been built up over the last
two years," council said.
"Unless Dr. Bisseli clarifies his
position, it will be impossible to
continue negotiations with the ad-
ministration It is not possible to
discuss discipline if one of the
possible positions held by the ad-
ministration is repression and (he
destruction of democracy."
Unless the administration recog
nizes students should have
some say in formulating rules
which will affect their lives, the
council said, "then we can no
longer deal with the administra-
tion in good faith."
First CUS referendum
BURMABY, B.C. (CUP)—The
f:-st round in this year's crucial
series of referenda on the Cana-
dian Union of Studenls will be
fought at Simon Fraser Univer-
sity Thursday (September 25)
and Friday.
Overshadowed by the crisis
within the university's PSA de-
partment. students will decide
during the two days whether or
not they favor rejoining the na-
tional union, after the SFU dele-
gation to the 33rd congress re-
fused to commit SFU to the
union.
CUS president Martin Loney
said Friday (September that
he was confident SFU students
would endorse the union.
"We won by a two-to-one mar-
gin there last year, and I don't
see why this year should be any
different." he said.
The SFU referendum is the
first of a series which are cru-
cial to the financial survival of
the union, which has only 1
members following the 33rd C'US
congress.
Other important referenda will
be held at Carleton University
October 13. and the I 1 diversity
of Toronto October 23.
Failure of C'US to win at these
schools could force the union to
close down operations by Christ-
inas.
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A time for action
The winter is a cruel and restrictive thing. The heavy
snow comes and settles in with the empty trees and
leaves nothing but a white and padded silence. The little
creatures climb to their warm nests where they fall into
their deep sleeps all cosy in their stored-up fat and the
certainty of their well-hidden caches of nuts and things.
The last of the migratory birds have winged their way
.south to the wanner happier climates where there is
plenty to eat and everyone is friendly in bird sanctuaries
where they can grow and multiply and be content. The
terrible hunters in their shaggy clothes are kept out by
the good laws that keep peace and order.
In winter-bound Waterloo the cold harsh winds blow
across the empty fields and cover the footprints that
have passed that way.
At the schools the snow is cleared to leave neat erect
paths from one square building to another. Students kick
extraneous snow from their shoes and slippery slush
forms just inside the doors. Everyone settles in and the
winter stays outside with the birds.
Some birds stay, many that are small but sturdy with
brown feathers and their fires burning inside. The bright
pheasants, the grouse and the other game birds cry in
the stiff thickets. The hawks and owls and the big night
birds with large eyes wait and plunge and leave only a
little blood and the traces of a scuffle in the pure snow.
The red cardinals and waxwings fly quickly and
search their own food out of the austere winter. The
bluejay screams and complains about the weather but
there are no yellow birds who can sing their happy
songs against the cold.
No one feeds them but the winter birds live and keep
moving and searching and sometimes dying. A sparrow
falls frozen to the snow, fragile, uncherished and sorely
so alone. A cardinal dies and someone notices its last
rigid flame burning beneath a tree and they feel sorry
and say: "Too bad it wasn't smart enough to go south."
The bird feeders men make with their children sit in
the backyards with their porches of snow and empty
troughs.
The winter is too big and hard. Life must go on around
it. People look to their clothes and furnaces and anti-
freeze. The wind and snow get in their eyes and so they
move quickly through the imposing climate and look
down as they bow their heads to hide their faces.
The birds go on around the winter but they never stop
looking because if they stopped they would die in their
unsheltered world.
No one thinks of the birds that will stay in the sever-
est weather. No one wonders how they last and live.
No one sees them because they are fewer and less showy
than the summer birds. Birds come back for people with
the fair-weather robin and his sweet cry of cheer-up
cheer-up.
The winter birds are there and stay through anything
in the land they care about. Neither the guns nor the
scarecrows nor the hard times in God's own creation
can drive them away. They rarely move in flocks, not
because they cannot live together but because the times
are hard and it is better that they learn to live for them-
selves.
They are strong birds unsung by themselves or any-
one.
They are not for ornament but for life.
Their way is not the easy one, but they endure.
They are free and strong and alive.
A finger in every pie
The time has now come to stand back
and take a good look at what is being
said and done about joining the organ-
ization which is known as SCA.
Miss Marshall is a very clever and
capable leader of Student. Council. This
no one disputes. However, we wonder at
her vigorous support of the organization
SCA when it has received vigorous criti-
cism from such organizations as the
Canadian University Press, the Student
Federation at the University of Waterloo
(among many other universities) ; and
from such people as Jim Kerins, Chair-
man of the College Entertainment Com-
mittee. Surely she is aware of this. And
yet she keeps on. She wants the students
to benefit from the services SCA has to
offer.
But wait, are there not other groups
who can offer the same? What about
CUS? Miss Marshall says that CUS has
too many political fights to offer good
services. Where did you get this inform-
at ion, Miss Marshall? Do WE see com-
mittees being set up to study CUS' offers
and those of other groups? Perhaps you
prefer to ignore them?
We feel that the real problem in
a person's ability to do only one job
properly at a time. Currently, Miss Mar-
shall is doing work with the Progressive
Conservatives and is on the Board of
Directors of SCA. By the way, she is
also President of WLU's Student Council
which she admits is a full time job in it-
self. In this situation, it is only natural
that full attention cannot be given to each
of these jobs.
Our suggestion is that she decide which
job she wants to do and resign from the
others, unless she can prove that she can
handle all three plus a full course load.
If she wants to promote SCA on this
campus let her do it as their representa-
tive, not as President of Student Council.
forum
Dear Mr. Editor:
For quite some time I have
been concerned with the lack of
revisions in the Liquor Licence
Act. Articles in the Hamilton
Spectator have prompted me to
write a letter to Prime Minister
Roberts about the situation which
prevails in our pubs. You will
find a copy of this letter enclosed.
It ;s hoped that the Cord staff
and the student body at Waterloo
Lutheran University will support
my views as I have .stated them.
For that reason I ask for publica-
tion of this letter and also that
other students who sympathize
with my views will write similar
letters to Mr. Robarts.
Yours very truly,
Robert W. Shearhart,
Dear Mr. Prime Minister:
During the past few weeks a
number of articles have appeared
in the Hamilton Spectator con-
cerning the drinking habits in my
home town of Caledonia. It is
the view of a number of people in
this town that the beverage rooms
are "dirty, uncivilized, and inhu-
man beer parlours where patrons
carry on like animals," to quote
the September 18th edition of The
Spectator.
As a member of the younger
generation who feels that your
generation has botched society, I
would like to give my criticism of
this matter and also my sugges-
tions for a better situation to
prevail. As an eligible voter of
this province I feel that you have
a moral responsibility to answer
this letter and allow it's publica-
tion in the papers.
Let me explain the atmosphere
in Ontario's pubs. This is typical
of almost all pubs, not just in
Caledonia, but in Toronto, Hamil-
ton. and Waterloo to mention only
a few. We are not permitted to
stand and drink or move to ano-
ther table with our glass of beer.
We cannot, play cards, throw darts,
sing, dance, or play billiards. Fur-
thermore, we are deprived of fe-
male company unless we choose
to take a girl in the pub. This is
hardly the atmosphere that pre-
vails in England or the United
States to mention only two. I ask
you, what else can an individual
do in the hotel but to sit down
and drink until one cannot drink
anymore.
I strongly urge your Conserva-
tive government to do something
about this dreadful situation. Let
us enforce the law that forbids
drunkenness while at the same
time allowing other means of en-
tertainment. in our local hotels.
In this "free and democratic"
province give us the right to
make hotels a place of friendship,
not drunkenness, a place to have
fun, not to drown our orrovvs,
a
place to entertain ourselves aw
not to see how much we can
drink.
Mr. Prime Minister, in the up-
coming session of Legislating
please provide time to enact
le»
islation giving us these privileges.
Yours verv truly,
Robert W. Shearhart.
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Encounter
By DAVE CRENNA
Reprint From Gazette
Dave Crenna is a 2nd year doctoral student in politi-
cal science and resident leadership candidate
for stu-
dent leader positions at Western.
He wrote this all
by himself.
Universities and hounds are not entirely
unalike.
Prodded, both grow snappish. Otherwise . . . content to
do their own thing, active or sleepy as
the mood strikes.
Surely, you will say, (I
can see 5,000 people saying
"surely" to themselves),
such a Snoopy esque vision is
out of place. Universities must be like great roaring
beasts rather, constantly expanding, expropriating,
with
masses
of fortress-like property, teeming white-coated
researchers and rats, knee-bobbing
mini-skirted and
jacketed students roving
from turret to turret . . .
Yet in the task of developing a modern set
of goals,
an-air of poky activism pervades
Canadian universities.
A perverse
kind of "apolitical" pluralism prevails.
"Apolitical," because the hint of open
conflict over
goals, as contrasted
with quieter struggles over lesser
matters, is apt to bring on something like hysteria.
(Witness the reactions at Carleton to questions
about
foreign composition of teaching
staff.) "Pluralism . be-
cause professional schools go one way, physical
and
natural sciences another, social sciences a third, human-
ities a fourth, and so on. People feel proud of this
"diversity."
Some critics of the university think that both its
organization and its disorganization have
been deliber-
ately established to serve the ruling class. An explana-
' tion for disciplinary divisions, false " neutrality," and
|job training all at the same
time is certainly tempting.
g|lt
is probably too rational.
11l Those of you who were settling down to read this as
({[being like one of those articles you might
find in some
university administrators' journal—'"A
Rationale for
Today's Universities" and such. I'm sorry. It's actually
-on the critical study of universities, on the development
of a "critical university," and how these relate to
society.
Universities have always been political institutions.
But they used to be political institutions at one remove.
"l
so to speak. The task of creating well-rounded individ-
uals. leaders, gentlemen, had more than rhetorical
i significance. Today, university finance, social goals,
kchanging class composition of students and faculty, have
made universities eminently in the "public domain."
ij
Some superficially strange, but quite understandable
things have resulted.
Is For example, senior university administrators have
remarkable expertise in classifying students,
IJfiOften into "revolutionaries." (bad), "activists" (sort of
r
good), and the "concerned middle" (ever so good). Even
((greater expertise is apparently available in explaining
•j exactly what these groups want, ranging from "des-
struction" to "getting on with their studies." One is
1 tempted to spoil all this by asking on what rigorous
"'factual basis it rests. Actually, it has the same uses
and authority as the "explanations" of any other em-
dfbattled politician of his recalcitrant subjects. The '"local
frsautonomy reaction," long the custom of Ontario mayors
fgftnd reeves, was very much in evidence from universities
,r;;recently,
both in response to a "University of Ontario"
and to legislative "meddling" with their in-
corporating Acts,
;D So, we are adrift on political seas not because of the
actions of malcontents or others, and the task at hand
is not the escape from polities but its creative use.
Which of the siren calls of Relevance shall we heed'
educational structures will cause the minimum of
game-playing and the maximum of communication and
useful conflict?
Questions about the goals of the university must
involve questions about its relationship to the overall
direction of society. One need not accept the assump-
tions of the kids glove critics and bemedalled Cold
Warriors of Amercian society—Daniel Bell. John Ken-
neth Galbraith, Zbigniew Br/.ezinski. to agree on the
important economic and informational role
of the
modern variant. But anomalies dot the picture of a
great, rational, humane source of the "matrix of inno-
vation."
Take research for example. Despite the number of
years that research has been going on at Canadian
universities, it is only recently and with grey political
eminences on the horizon that discussion of research
coordination has begun. Whether "coordination" will
involve questioning of basic goals or simply a new
framework for log-rolling remains to be seen. That no
secret research for the Defence Research Board is
carried on in Canadian universities is the result of its
leadership, not that of the locals. Questions about the
social value or humanity of research have not prevented
people in Canadian universities from doing work for
the "defence" department of a foreign power (the
United States).
Another aspect of university activities which must
be included in any critical analysis is their effects on
the surrounding community. A setter of moral standards
for society, or more pragmatically, an institution which
wishes to avoid hatred cannot be a slum landlord
While students who jostle the aged on the streets are
not to be applauded, universities which jostle them
from their homes are eminently assailable.
With these pokings-around out of the way. I will leap
into the heart of the questions at hand: what can be
the basis of a complex criticism of the university, and
what might such a criticism do?
"Complex" criticism of the university is required
both because the reality of the university is complex
and not adequately covered by blanket indictment, and
because it is necessary to challenge the existing situa-
tion "in its own terms" to be taken seriously. By "in
its own terms" I mean two things: first, using roughly
the same criteria for truth: second, using factual re-
search Thus, questions about the optimum situation
for learning must be raised in the context of the very
results of educational psychology which are taught but
only exceptionally followed.
The content of the university can be effectively
questioned on the basis of the study of the social origins
of university knowledge, by regarding knowledge as the
artifact of a particular culture as well as an approxi-
mation to the truth. In The Open Society and its
Enemies, Volume 11. Karl Popper criticizes the "sociol-
ogy of knowledge" by saying that it denies the pos-
sibility of objective truth. That is, to say that know-
ledge arises from particular social conditions means
that there can only be. say, "capitalist truth"and
"socialist truth." Popper says that the scientific com
munitv "self-correcting" and that the proper test of
social facts is to apply them in the real world. This
ignores two things relevant to the present discussion.
First, some of the most important criticisms of the
university rest on the fact that the scientific community
may be only self-critical within certain assumptions
(Kuhn's "paradigms"). Secondly, it is precisely on the
point of lack of involvement with social realities thai
criticism is to be made.
Truth in any given area of knowledge can depend
on how widely the circle of what is to be considered
is drawn. Criticism must "rope i-n" more things to be
considered, asking, for example, about the things that
fall between disciplines or flop over into all kinds of
them.
More specifically, what kinds of questions can be
raised and have been raised about the curricula of the
various components of the university?
In the social sciences the major line of attack to the
present has involved debunking of social science pre-
tentions to "scientific objectivity" which is often at
means of sneaking in the researcher's own biases. The
American literature of social science criticism is replete
with examples of how the central concepts of say,
sociology, are inherently conservative in drift. A rather
more fundamental question about the social sciences"
"scientific" nature is whether, when successful, it does
not turn men into objects: destroying the basic reason
why man should study himself. C. West Churchman
says in his book Challenge to Reason:
".
. .
social science is not a science at all unless it
becomes a natural part of the activities of social
man All intelligent members of society should form
the membership of the social science discipline ..
Even a very fast look at the effects of modern phy-
sical and natural science, turned into technology, con-
vinces one that the idea of a scientist as "just doing
research" with no responsibility for effects is bunk.
While more subtle "internal'' questions about the phy-
sical and natural sciences can be raised, the top prior-
ity seems to be to ensure that scientific education is
directed to the development of social beings, just as
much as the liberal aits, and more importantly.
Defenders of the earlier form of university, with
attendant relations between faculty authorities and
student recipients of knowledge, allied with aloofness
and meditation, tend to reside in the humanities. Some
very articulate and humane men feel themselves be-
sieged from all sides as they clutch the last objects of
art and sensibility above their heads. Passive and
museum-like studies of the humanities may be allowed
to persist—lions and lambs cohabit with amazing fre-
quency. They will not have an effect without an acti-
vist orientation.
Finally, there are the activities of the professional
schools, what everyone who thinks of the modern uni-
versity brings to mind. Aspects of the other disciplines
have contributed to the "service station" characteriza-
tion of the university. The professional schools' con-
cern with "useful" knowledge within fairly narrow
boundaries has done most to prompt this. Criticisms of
both the present definition of usefulness (i.e.. to whom 9 )
and of efficiency (i.e. dollar or social, short or long
run?) are a good starting point for a critique of pro-
fessional school curriculum. The development of the
Environment Engineering programme is a good step in
the direction of admitting social costs of economic
growth. Critical assessment of professional education
on students and society is of first priority for members
of a "critical university."
To conclude, I have attempted to outline the ra-
tionale for critical analysis of the present reality of
our daily lives, and to suggest as a basis for dis-
cussion some lines along which this might proceed.
Concerned students and faculty will need to join in
the tasks of criticism and self-criticism required to
make of the university more than something which just
"functions."
Whether carried on through something that caHs
itself the "Critical University of London"" or the various
bodies existing now. such a criticism would be most
effective carried on in a spirit of understanding if not
"acceptance." I could launch into homilies that WE
ARE ALL HUMAN BEINGS. AFTER ALL. etc., here,
but I won t
US trial could set harsh penalties for demonstrators
LOS ANGELES (CUPI)—A
group of 24 student demonstrat-
ors, facing a total of 1,731 counts
of conspiracy, kidnapping and
false imprisonment, could become
the legal guinea pigs for harsher
penalties aimed at student acti-
vists in California.
The students, from San Fer-
nando Valley State College, are
believed to be the first ever
charged with mass felony indict-
ments in connection with student
unrest.
The students and their lawyers
believe the severe charges were
designed to "set an example" for
other student activists and win
political points for Governor Ron-
ald Reagan and district attorney
Evelle Younger of Los Angeles
county.
Reagan is running for re-elec-
tion next year, and Younger has
announced his candidacy for state
attorney general
"It's a very important case,"
said prosecutor Vincent Bugliesi,
"Heretofore, students have been
getting amnesty in misdemeanour
prosecution and a slap on the
wrist. If some of these students
get stiff sentences, like six months
in prison, it seems lo me the
case could have an effect on cam-
pus militants. They've gotten
away with murder, but they might
think twice before doing it again."
The students are charged it>
connection with an incident last
November 4 when a delegation
from the San Fernando Black
students union met with the
school's athletic director to de~
rnand the removal of a fresh-
man football coach they said dis-
criminated against Black stu-
dents.
After the athletic director re-
fused their request, about 50 stu-
dents occupied a floor of the uni-
versity's administration building
and forced the acting administra-
tion president Paul Blomgren to
sign a list of 12 demands. Other
school personnel were not allow-
ed to leave for several hours and
later said they had been threat-
ened with knives.
Blomgren repudiated the agree-
ment the next day, saying he
had signed it only because he was
afraid for the safety of his staff.
After the incident, however, fa-
culty and student leaders met for
several months and hammered
out an agreement that contained
many of the changes demanded
by the students.
These included the admission of
700 minority group students this
fall, the hiring of more minority
staff members and the creation
of academic programs in Black
and Mexican-American studies.
Their trial began a week after
Reagan signed into law several
new bills which would stiffen pen-
alties for student demonstrators.
One would make it a misdemean-
our to disturb the peace on a
state campus or to fail to leave
that campus when ordered to do
so
Another bill would cut off state
scholarship aid to students con-
victed of participating in disturb-
ances.
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Antidote
by Laurel Stuart
There is no such thing as a non-
political student union. Further-
more, it is hardly bad that such
is the case. Those who advocate
non-political' unions are either
very naive (which is excusable)
or blatently hypocritical. As we
all know, even a purely economic
system of organization such as
capitalism expresses itself very
strongly on the political level.
The principle underlying a na-
tional or even a regional student
union, is to gain bargaining pow-
er through a strong, united voice
for important questions concern-
ing students and not merely to
provide 'fringe benefits' for its
members. Student unions, like la-
bour unions, if they are strong
and aware of their political and
historic necessity are in a posi-
tion of strength at the bargaining
table. Nationwide unions can take
up the important fight for the ba-
sic rights and freedom of stu-
dents in the classroom and socie-
ty. Only a strong union can fight
for
necessary curricula changes,
universal accessibility, abolition
of tuition, jobs, housing, student
stipends and living allowances.
Just as student unions are poli-
tical, so are the bodies which op-
pose them. Witness for example,
the campaign by university ad-
ministrations and the big busi-
ness press who at every turn took
up the opportunity of denouncing
the student unionists as 'idealis-
tic, Utopian radicals. On the
other hand, student governments
and groups who in the last one
and a half years opposed C.U.S.
were shown every favour by uni-
versity administrations and busi-
ness representatives.
Those who decided to pull out
of C.U.S. because of its newly ac-
quired ideological umbrella did
not realize that this was a sign
of a political awakening, in Cana-
dian universities. C.U.S. had be-
gun to take definite stands on
questions affecting this society
and international events. It had
begun lo develop a program and
thus shed the cloak of respect-
able anonymity. In the history of
politics every such phenonomen
engeners splits, divisions and dis-
affections. Originally C.U.S. was
aceailmed by everyone because of
its broad and essentially liberal
character. But as it developed,
and began to recognize the poten-
tial of its role, it tread on the
toes of university managements.
Naturally since the principle of
'harmony' had been besmirched,
support by the 'authorities' was
withdrawn as in the more dismal
chapters of labour, history, here
too, 'management,' the university
administrations, was able to win
a battle because they sensed
danger in time. Now they give
support to all shades and hues
of 'unions,' using the tactics of
big business, and political oppor-
tunists— divide and conquer'—
which means spliting up students
into a hodge-podge of splinter
groups (such as the 'non-political
unions') and negotiating' with
these bodies for 'student rights,'
and 'representation.'
Those arguing in favour
of the
'non-political'—credit or milque-
toast—unions, may or may not
know what they are doing. But
prompts up to originate
another
union, what base do we have and
towards what end are we aiming.
The answers to these questions
are inextricably a part
of the
overall perspective and nature
of
the union. If the reasons are non-
•politieal; then there are enough
able 'non-political' groups outside
of the university to do this ad-
mirable work for us.
Books in review
By Jim MacDonald
"A coloured spiral in a small ball of glass, this is how I see my
own life," explains Vladimir Nabokov, the Russian poet, translator,
magician, sometime deity and guileful author of that picayune
sexual exploration, Lolita. Only such a pixie-genius could present
"The Waltz Invention", a perverse fantasy demonstrating mistaken
intention in sex and politics with gloomy grin. The book transcends
time, as does his newest work "Ada", delving into the poetic imagina-
tion of all Malvolios, the gifted madmen who do much of the creation
and also much of the destruction in the world. Scorning the im-
potent priest, Nabokov plays the more ancient prophet, holding all
the tarot cards, and unmasks the nature of to-day's "Atomystique."
"The Waltz Invention'' begins in Salvator Waltz's demented mind.
He is, as Nabokov writes, "a fellow author." The action occurs only
as Waltz thinks it will occur. He imagines an interview, with in-
competent government officials in a mythical state, in which he
proves that he has a wepaon which will make him master of the
universe. Ascending to power so quickly he cannot accept respon-
sibility and becomes a menace, much more tyrannical than the
bureaucrats he has replaced. When this fantasy of vanity theatens
to overwhelm him. Waltz must return to reality and we see the
actual officials reject him as a madman and have him taken away.
Although Nabokov's Gogolian subtlety is lost, to some extent,
in this translation, we still have a very unusual book, maddening
in its complexity. There are deceptions, anagrams elaborate puns,
cryptic allusions, and cruel absurdities which test the reader to the
ultimate. But they are not only cheap tricks; they enhance the
thematic presentation of the story.
The author shows us the inner life of a man when he becomes
controlled by a fanatic obsession. A writer or inventor or poet should
be obsessed by his work but not to the extent that it makes him
unable to distinguish between reality and illusion. This control must
be maintained or he will be transformed into a helpless or a very
dangerous madman. Nabokov, because of his usual preoccupation
with sexual pathology, although consciously avoiding Freudian pit-
falls, embellishes Waltz's mistaken political intention with a cor-
responding sexual aberration. Viola Trance—remember "Twelfth
Night"—is curious enough as a dream figure, but she lakes on
added significance as a threat to Waltz's homosexuality.
Primarily Nabokov attacks ultimate tyranny. This is not because
he is a placard wielder or pacifist though. In the introduction he
claims he would never have invented ."poor" Waltz if it "might
seem thereby to join in those "peace" demonstrations conducted by
old knaves and young fools, the result of which is to give the neces-
sary peace of mind to ruthless schemers in Tomsk or Atomsk." In
this hypothetical land, as one commentator said, "between science
fiction and a Viennese operetta", bureaucrats stumble along as best
they can, chained to dreary routine, but at least keeping an order
that can't exist under Waltz's rule of power. The inventor of the
deadly Telemort machine assumes dictatorship by force out of "his
love of mankind" and hope for a future not blighted by poverty
and war. For Waltz it is a selfless ideal uncomplicated by the tedious
traditions of previous institutions and unhampered by the respon-
sibility to details and insignificant individuals. He cries: "I am not
obliged to study the cobwebs of an old regime. A demolisher does
not have to know the construction plans of the buildings he burns,
and I am a demolisher." He destroys but cannot build. He wishes
people to be as selfless as he but does not know why. The Colonel
gives him the facts: "Millions unemployed—the result of your won-
derful decree 'Every rich man shares his wealth with nine beggars.'
Why nine, foor goodness' sake, and where are your rich people?"
Again with inscrutable logic Waltz decrees that there should be
universal disarmament at the same time that he decides to destroy
the capitol city of another country on a whim. Fortunately for
all, including Waltz, reality intrudes and we realize that his machine
is only in his mind,—or is his mind?
Nabokov has conjured up a grotesque monster but is surprisingly
compassionate toward the insane "idealist". If we recognize the im-
mediacy of Nabokov's revelation, as unreal as it may seem, can we
honestly feel pity for this destroyer? Oh, don't worry, it's only a
dream.
Students on McGill body
MONTREAL (CUP)—The Mc-
Gill Faculty of Arts and Science
Thursday (September 18) added
37 students to its 444-member fa-
culty association on the recom-
mendation of a joint student-facul-
ty committee on student partici-
pation in faculty government.
The move met with strong op-
position from conservative mem-
bers and squeaked by 91 to 73.
However, faculty dean E. J.
Stansbury, chairman of the spec-
ial joint commission, gave his un-
qualified endorsement to the
plan and helped to override
amendments designed to water
down the proposal.
Two other proposals—open
meetings and student participa-
tion on Faculty committees—are
expected to come to a vote at a
meeting next week.
Who's listening?
by Glenn Marshall
Deram DES 18029 "Sssh". Ten Years After
C.B.S. 63611 "Steamhammer"
Fantasy 8393 "Green River" Creedence Clearwater Revival
Ten Years After—a British Blues group has released three albums
during the past year, all of which have been fairly successful and
yet this group remains relatively unknown. Alvin Lee, the group's
lead guitarist feels that the major problems of Ten Years After
has been to record an >'i'jum. With the release of Sssh! I feel that
this problem has been solved. Recorded in London, Engli nd jn
June, this album has just been released >n Canada and is one of
the best I've heard representing the new British Blues.
The sound this group plays is heavy blues, electrified and much
more polished than "Canned Heat". The two essential features
which place Ten Years After in higher esteem is the great guitar
work and vocalization of Alvin Lee. Lee's guitarmanship reassem-
bles that of Johnny Winter especially Lee's own number "I woke
up this morning".
Side two outshines the first side and includes the best cut
on
the album "Stomp". Ten Years After does much of their own
material and they do it extremely well. With the release of this
album I think we will be hearing much more about this group.
Another current British Blues group which has the unlikely name
of "SteamHammer" has released an album which is at the top of
the charts in London. The album will probably make its appearance
here later this month on the Columbia label.
The group itself is a much closer copy of the "Canned Heat"
sound, with one essential difference—they are good! Steamhammer
combines a strong driving boogie beat' with the excellent guitar
work of 'Marty Pugh' and blues" vocals of Keiran White. Again this
group should make it very big over here if their success in England
is any suggestion of their popularity.
It is too bad that good things must come to an end, for the early
Creedence Clearwater has certainly been shaped and commercialized
with the release of their pseudo-country-folk-rock album "Green
River". Evidently this album was produced to please all the listen-
ing audience, and in trying to do so one could brand the album a
phony'.
Creedence Clearwater Revival is a talented group but "Green
River"' exhibits little of this talent. I can still remember my excite-
ment as 1 listened to the first album with cuts like "Put a Spell
on you", "Walk on Water", and even their second release with
"graveyard train", "Proud Mary", but the third release unfortunately
adds insult to injury.
My prime complaint is that the music on this album is the same
stuff that was rammed through our transistor radios on the hour
and half hour, all summer. Secondly is the fact that the basic sound
is "country and western" simply because it happens to be •fashion-
able' today.
However, my main criticism has been the motives behind the
recording, not the record itself, for "Green River" is listenable. John
Foggerty is a good guitarist and vocalist. The best cut on the album
is a folk ballad called "lodi" in which Foggerty shows why he is
leader of the "Revival". But the record as a whole fails to hold a
candle to the previous two releases. It will simply be another album,
which will sell a million because it's "in" (remember the Singing
Nun) and will do nothing to raise the image of "Creedence Clear-
water Revival".
Just as an afternote, I happened to look through our record col-
lection at the new bookstore and Paul Fisher has to be congratulated
on the fine selection of all types of albums. If you think you can
get albums cheaper in Toronto—Look again! The selection and pikes
seem too good to be true—so be sure to patronize our own record
counter in order to ensure that the low prices are maintained by
a high volume of sales. This is not an advertisement, but rather a
tip from someone who spends a lot on albums each week.
Harvard to name reform committee
CAMBRIDGE, MASS. (CUP!)—
Harvard University announced
Thursday (September 18) it would
name a committee composed of
students, faculty alumni and trus-
tees to recommend proposals for
changing the structure of the uni-
versity.
The decision followed a report
by the Harvard Overseers (trus-
tees) which found students and
many professors unhappy over
the quality of the university's
teaching and its relevance to the
world.
Citing the Vietnam war, racism
and social injustice as primary
causes for student unrest, the re-
port declared "the students' faith
in the university as a teaching
institution has been undermined
by absences of senior professors,
the impersonality of some of the
instructional processes,
and the
narrow, abstract and technical
mode in which the intellectual
concerns of the faculty are some-
times expressed."
The students, the report says,
"feel a real pressure
to do
everything presently in their pow-
er to force reason and Tiumanily
on a world which they think in
many ways
to be inhumane and
senseless, and they in turn
ask
the university to do likewise.
The report was approved in
principle Friday by the 30-mem-
ber board of overseers.
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Reprint from WUS in action
Student Radicalism in Canadian universities
by David Hoye
Reprint WUS an Action
This article is intended to outline
riefly a current phenomena
in Canad-
jn universities. It refers primarily to
tudents in English speaking univer-
ities, since I am not as familiar with
acuity views, or with the Quebec
univer-
ity situation.
Student radicalism, like Heisenberg's
torn, cannot be completely
defined. It
s in continuous
movement. One has to
>e deeply involved to understand it,
ind so the most informed reports are
luite subjective. I have
tried to outline
he case quite strongly, although this
las sometimes been done without con
fiction. Needless to say, the article is
nv own
and is no statement by or on
>ehalf of the World University Service
>112 Canada.
Two good collections of essays that
lave recently been published on the
subject are "Student Protest" edited by
herald F. McGuigan, and"The Univer-
sity Game"
edited by Dennis Lee and
ioward Adelman.
The background is familiar. Post war
jabies crowded through the school sys-
;ems in the 50's and early 60s, then
ilowed into the universities in expo-
icntial numbers, for not only were there
nore of them, but more of those could,
ind would attend. They were the first
;elevision generation. Compared with
;heir parents, who listened in families
to depression radio, they are mobile,
rich, informed, and so, rootless.
The generation has almost no past
and inherits almost no tradition. Its his-
tory will be illuminated in the light of
Hiroshima. It has managed somehow to
repress a fear that it will have no his-
tory.
About 10% of them (some 250.000
students) are in university now. That
will rise to about 15% in the next few
pears. Only a few of these (less than
one hundred on any campus) can he
called active radicals. The radical group,
which usually includes a few faculty, is
closely knit, though only loosely organ-
ized. Composed of articulate, fully com-
mitted individuals with a comprehen-
sive analysis of the university and
society, it forms a powerful and some-
times explosive element.
The social analysis
The analysis is dynamic. "To under-
stand radical thought, one must under-
stand that action and thought are only
true when united," It may be briefly
sketched.
Our society is largely technologically
determined. Contemporary technologi-
cal society requires rigorous specializa-
tion in role, responsibility, knowledge,
and function, whose consequence is the
large corporation supplemented by big
government. Depersonalized people,
shorn of responsibility, work in author-
itarian structures, Social power resides
with interlocking government-military-
corporate directorates in closed board
rooms, buttressed with information
monopolies, and reinforced by public
relations. Production of consumer goods
is immensely efficient. Only the adver-
tising industry will ensure its demand.
Social mobility offsets structural rigidity
in the affluent society.
Behind that facade of material abun-
dance and organizational excellence is
a society with pockets of rural poverty
and city slums. The Great Lakes are
polluted. One in three marriages ends
in divorce. 35% of all hospital beds are
for mental illness. The Indian and Es-
kimo peoples are stagnant and dying.
The radical group is aeeutely sensitive
to these and other issues. They are
gravely, sometimes bitterly critical of
the society that harbours them. They
are the New Left — new because their
analysis rejects the older Marx class
analysis, and focuses on the social con-
sciousness instilled by western techno-
logical society.
The university in society
The university is seen as an integral
part of this society The model of the
university as a corporation (or even as
a plantation as presented in Jerry
Faber's article—"The Student as Nig-
ger") has devastating parallels. Inputs
are pre-processed in the school system,
disciplined to answer and not to ques-
tion. Housed in storage bin residences,
they are herded and harried through the
degree mill, examined periodically for
knowledge ingestion as a means of
quality control, and finally paraded forth
at convocation, sorted and graded, in-
puts once again for the industrial sys-
tem The process is directed by boards
of governors composed of company
directors and government appointees.
It takes place in large new concrete
plants that were inadequate the day
they opened, with staff who must pub-
lish or perish, who know a great deal
about
very little, and whose classes are
so large that they have no real students.
The other product of the university,
its knowledge, is regarded equally erili
cally. Scientific research is purchased by
and beholden to a proliferating military-
industrial complex. Regimenting com-
puterized government systems spring
from the university social science cen-
tres. Research knowledge has profound
social and cultural
consequences and
hence is never value free. An ivory
tower stance of academic amorality is
in fact immoral. The university gives
children matches and bullies clubs.
The analysis is sharp, critical, not al-
ways fair or tempered by experience
What is given here is overly simple, and
somewhat out of date. No doubt it
would be rejected as "left-liberalism"
by those who hold to the hard revolu-
tionary line.
Solutions are not so easily offered.
Clearly the technological factors are
here to stay. With this recognition died
the vision of the apocalyptic revolution,
and the old left. The New Left makes
use of Utopian vision (e.g. Goodman's
"Community of Scholars") but its reality
is the mimeograph machine, the co
operative house, the "free school", and
the Viet Nam day rally. It is social
structures that are vulnerable to change.
Communitarian living must replace cul-
tural depersonalization: participatory
democracy must replace heirarchical
systems.
The easiest response to this analysis
is to avoid it. Next easiest is to accept it
in despair, to "drop-out", or "turn-on".
Radical students have sought instead to
realize the analysis and to offer real
alternatives.
The university is a good place to do
that. Its administrative structures were
stilt industrial in a post industrial age,
and they were heavily strained with
tremendous expansion programmes. Pri
mary questions have been: who con-
trols the university, who may attend,
and what happens there. Thus, the is-
sues have been:
1. Accessibility—with a focus on hou-
sing, student aid, social barriers.
2. Academic democracy—with a focus
on student memberships on govern-
ing boards and senates, faculty com-
mittees. and on open decision making.
3. Problems of academic freedom, usu
ally on individual tenure cases.
4. Company recruiting—concerning com-
panies related to the Viet Nam war
effort.
5. Tiie educational system itself; i.e.
inter-disciplinary studies, no exam-
inations, less lectures, more semin-
ars, unstructured classes.
Protest
The tactics, borrowed and adopted
largely from the American Civil Rights
movement, and the Berkeley Free
Speech Movement, have been large rat-
lies, mass marches on legislature build-
ings. sit ins, buildings occupation, stu-
dent strikes. Demonstrations are plan
ned to be non-violent, and generally
speaking have been. There is no parti-
cular tradition in Canada of the univer-
sity as a sanctuary from police forces
but confronted administrators have been
restrained in calling them to the camp-
us. Public demonstrations have taken
place in a milieu of continuous pressure
and negotiation with the administration
Radical students are the initiators of
proposals and action, and the major ele
ments in any of the smaller incidents.
Student governments are involved in big
rallies, legislature marches and student
strikes.
Generally speaking issues have not
been immediately resolved by confront
ation. But the trend of university re-
form has been very fast. In the last two
years on a national and individual basis,
admission policies, government struc-
tures, company recruiting programmes,
tenure systems, and educational methods
have all been scrutinized. Students have
gained, or will soon gain seats on se-
nates and academic boards at most uni-
versities. Eleven senates have opened
their meetings to the public. Studied
of research policies, and university
government relations are underway.
Although confrontations have often
failed on the issues, they have succeed-
ed in other respects in accomplishing-
radical aims. "The manner in which we
bring about the reforms is as important
as the reforms themselves."
With some setbacks, radical action
has met with growing student support.
By emphasizing local issues, the radical
analysis has been made immediately
relevant. Grievances become real, and
protest will see their rectification. The
generation, largely apathetic and dis-
affected. is enjoined to action. In be-
coming involved, students become radi*
calized and politicized.
Prospects
Speculation on the future of the radi-
cal movement is difficult. With peace
talks now in process in Paris, the Viet
Nam issue will fade. The issue was
never as urgent to Canadian students
as it was to their U.S. counterparts, who
were draft eligible.
University reform, while not disarm-
ing the critics, blunts their weapons.
The Canadian Union of Students, which
has been primarily interested in the ac-
cessibility and academic-democracy is-
sues for the past five years, focused on
imperialism at their last Congress. Anti.
imperialism is a remote issue to Canad-
ian students. They have not accepted
il as immediately relevant. In Quebec,
where the issues have been similar,
perhaps some of (he fervour contributed
by the nationalist cause is beginning to
fade.
Issues are becoming more complex,
and so is the analysis. Direct action is
harder to relate. Demonstrations are
exhilarating, but they must exist around
an issue.
The radical group is also being ab-
sorbed into the university governing
structures which they have initiated.
They have become increasingly influen-
tial in student governments, although
they are aware that in part this con-
tradicts their own social structural anal-
ysis. for student governments, like any
other tend to bureaucratic authoritarian-
ism.
But their relentless engagement re-
quires some sources of funds, facilities,
and especially access to communications
like the student newspaper.
The student government response to
the radical corporate model of the uni-
versity is student unionism, attended by
faculty unions, course unions, and the
Canadian Union of Students. Syndical-
ist-unionism is proposed, but not with-
out rueful radical feeling that in filling
a student power vacuum in the univer-
sity a partial solution is being applied
to an institution in need of a revolution.
Winter Carnival plans big events for '70
I Waterloo Lutheran has planned
to hold the Winter Carnival from
Tuesday January 27 until Satur-
iay January 31, 1970. Winter Car-
I{
,
/lival is the 2nd largest carnival
;j.n Canada and is topped only by
; :he Quebec Winter Festival.
WLU's Winter Carnival hosts
he Miss Canadian University
fjueen Pageant. The Pageant has
;rown rapidly in the last 8 years
md will have over 35 contestants
torn Universities across Canada
I his year. A tour of Toronto and
i reception in one of the city's
eading hotels is planned for the
(ueens.
On Wednesday, the judging of
he queens will start. At the same
lime various University clubs
all be busy with their snow sculp-
ures. An Animal Dance is plan-
ed for that evening in the T.A.
Io groups or entertainment have
een decided
upon as of yet.
Judging of the queens by five
well-known Canadian personali-
ties continues that Thursday., The
Kitchener Memorial Auditorium
has been rented for a concert
that evening.
Pageant rehearsals will take up
much of Friday, January 30. In
the evening (he pageant, held
in the T.A., is to be televised
locally (CKCO 13) with the CBC
filming it. Last year's queen,
Reva Radunsky of U. of Calgary,
will crown the 1970 queen and
her two princess's.
A full slate of eveflfs is sched-
uled for Saturday, January 3i.
The day features a giant cookout
in the Quadrangle at noon and
broomball. curling, girl-boy foot-
ball and other winter spoils
throughout the afternoon. The au
tosports club plans to hold a gym-
khana in the morning.
To top off the Winter Carnival,
the Mardi Gras Ball is scheduled
for Saturday evening. Three lo-
cations have been allocated for
it: the T.A., the Torque Room,
and the Dining Hall. Liquor is
to be served in the dining hall
for this dance.
The Winter Carnival committee
has been busy since last March
procurring entertainment and get-
ting publicity. Final arrangements
for entertainment have not yet
been made but last year such
entertainers as "Diana Ross and
the Supremes" were engaged.
The Chairman of the Winter
Carnival committee, Peter
Sharpe, was elected last year. It
is his duty to appoint the other
members of the committee.
The committee enters floats in
the Homecoming Parade, Octo-
ber 25, and the College Bowl par-
ade on November 21st. in addi-
tion to arranging Winter Carni-
val, Last year they received the
award for "Outstanding Float in
the Parade."
Cost of the ]S7O Winter Carni-
val is expected to he about $30,000
—the same as last year. Notwith-
standing this. Peter Sharpe has
promised "This wii! be the Big*
gest and Best Carnival ever."
Students swings vote: chairman resigns
BURNABY (CUP)—The chair-
man of the history department
of Simon Fraser University re-
signed Thursday, after six stu-
dents with voting rights in the
department successfully swung
the body into support of SFU's
political science, sociology and
anthropology department,
John Hutchison announced his
resignation in a closed session
after the department went on re-
cord as deploring an administra-
tion trusteeship over the PSA
department, and demanding the
restoration of autonomy to the
department.
Neither motion would have pas-
sed without the support of six
students in the departmental
meeting, who introduced the re-
solutions and then voted for them
en masse.
Hutchison, only recently elect-
ed as chairman of the history
department, had been heavily in-
volved in last year's crisis at
SFU; he was one of two faculty
who went to Ottawa to request
the Canadian Association of Uni-
versity' Teachers to censure SFU,
for undue interference in academ-
ic affairs by the university's
board of governors.
Other departments, particularly
geography and English, are ap<
patently considering adding their
support to the PSA DEPART*)
MENT.
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Put the Lion of Judah in the zoo
by Ron Thompson
*PUT THE LION OF JUDAH IN
THE ZOO"—
￿—sign at protest against Emperor
Haile Selassie
While Canadian university stu-
dents worry about the Americani-
zation of the classroom, students
in Ethiopia arc locked in a life-
arid-death struggle with American
imperialism at every level. De-
spite increased struggles by stu-
dents and peasant guerrillas, the
feudal regime of emperor Haile
Selassie, known as "the lion of
Judah,
- '
is managing to crush
most of the opposition with the
aid of the American military,
which operates under a 1953
agreement to keep the emperor's
regime in power.
Many see Ethiopia as the next
Vietnam.
At least twenty Ethiopian stu-
dents have been murdered by
police since January of this year;
one from university, the rest from
high schools and elementary
schools. Another 2,000 are in con-
centration camps outside the capi-
tal city, Addis, Ababa. About 15
of these have been sentenced to
8 years at hard labor.
Tn response to the demonstra-
tions which resulted in many of
the arrests, the schools were clos-
ed for a month in February. The
students struck and continued to
demonstrate; the schools remain
closed.
With imprisonment without a
trial for up to six months legal
in Ethiopia, thousands of political
prisoners are subject to the com-
mon use of torture—being left
in stagnant icewater for days,
dragged by cars over pebble
roads, lashed while hung by their
feet or tortured with electric
shocks.
Entire villages have been wiped
out by air attacks; peasants have
been arbitrarily shot or hung. The
death toll is almost impossible to
tally.
When Selassie made one of his
visits, frequent since the Eisen-
hower rule, to Washington this
July to ask for more money and
arms, to discuss the American
military base in Ethiopia and gen-
erally ask Nixon to lend more
help to buoy up the foreign fin-
ancial base on which his power
rests, twenty-five members of the
Ethiopian Student Association in
North America were arrested in
a demonstration. They face de-
portation and sentences of from
ten to fifteen years.
« • *
The picture painted of Ethiopia
by Ethiopian Airlines and the
country's magnificent embassies
throughout the world—like the
one in Ottawa—is a lie—a lie
built upon the repression and
exploitation of the people of Ethi-
opia by Selassie's regime. The
feudal aristocracy lives well and
lavishly, but it is the dismal story
of the hardships suffered by the
vast majority of Ethiopians that
needs to be told.
While there are pretences of
democracy. Ethiopia remains a
political despotism. There arc no
political parties—not even rubber-
stamp parties: the parliament is
democratic only in name. Mem-
bers of the upper house are per-
sonally appointed by the emperor
who is free to overrule any de-
cisions of the lower house. His
decisions and legislation on all
matters are binding and are not
subject to review by the parlia-
ment.
According to the U.S. Army
handbook for Ethiopia, Selassie
has merely designed "a more con-
stitutional framework (the parlia-
ment) within which . . . the no-
bility and the church (would be)
brought more closely under the
throne's leadership."
The ruling class maintains its
power through a combination
of
violent repression and ideological
indoctrination. The former is car-
ried out by a 40.000 man army
and an equally large police force,
the latter by the state Coptic
Church.
It is Selassie, the upper echelon
of his feudal regime and their
foreign backers who must bear
the responsibility for the misery
of the Ethiopian people.
Ethiopia is one of the poorest
countries in the world and in Af-
rica. Per capita income is about
$40; and even this figure hides
the plight of the peasants who
are forced to turn over 75 per
cent of their crops to the land-
lords. The peasant is bound to
this feudalism, able to terminate
his services only by death or if
he is too ill to work—provided
he gives four years notice. Servi-
ces also include devoting one day
in three to personal service for
the landlord.
Though Selassie said in 1961
that "it is Our aim that every
Ethiopian own land," 80 per cent
of the land is still owned by two
per cent of the population. The
imperial family and the feudal
nobility own 65 per cent of all
land and the Coptic Church be-
tween 20 and 30 per cent of the
most arable land.
Although 90 per cent of the
population is involved in agricul-
ture their produce represents only
62 per cent
of the gross domestic
income. Modern manufacturing is
still concentrated in a few small
enterprises, 90 per cent foreign-
owned. which turn out consumer
items like cigarettes, shoes, li-
quor, soft drinks and textiles.
These industries, paying standard
wages of about 40 cents a day,
represent only about two per cent
of the total economy. Although
there is increasing foreign, mainly
American, investment in minerals
it represents a negligible portion
of the country's income.
Ethiopia is a classic example of
a one-commodity export economy.
Nearly two-thirds of the value of
exports comes from coffee. Am-
erican purchases represent 75 per
cent of this amount—parentheti-
cally giving the U.S. ample con-
trol over the economy. The coun-
try has been suffering a rapidly-
growing trade deficit which has
reached such proportions by 1969
that it threatens to collapse the
economy,
Disease and famine are ramp-
ant. At least one major province
suffers severe starvation each
year. Between 50 and 60 per cent
of all new-born children die in
the first two and a half years
after birth. Adult life expectancy
is 30 years.
Virtually nothing is being done
to combat disease. Two-fifths of
the population live in malaria-
infested regions (20.000 die an-
nually of malaria); in one pro-
vince there are over 110.000 lep-
ers: half the adult population in
the nation's capital suffers from
syphillis. Smallpox, typhus and
dysentry are also endemic. Yet
there are fewer than 7,500 hospi-
tal beds and 300 doctors to care
for a population of 25 million,
and most of these are in the capi-
tal city to look after the elite.
While the government allocated
30 to 35 per cent of the total bud-
get to military expenditures, only
2.3 per cent went to public health.
A UNESCO study shows that
between 95 and 98 per cent of
the population is illiterate, a fig-
ure unmatched by any other
country. Despite Selassie's three-
decades-old proclamation that "a
free public education is the right
of every child," only 3 per cent
of over 6 million school-age child-
ren are in school. Only 0.3 per
cent of potential students over
the age of 15 attend school. These
few attend classes that average
58 students in size in the city,
between 79 and 84 in the country.
Yet in terms of resources, this
need not be.
"Much of Ethiopia's 450,000
square miles is plateauland which
possesses one of the most fertile
agricultural soils and grazing
lands in the world. The country's
broad range of climates and alti-
tudes allows for the cultivation of
a wide variety of agricultural pro-
ducts, According to the Ethiopian
Planning Board, only 15 per cent
of potentially arable land (not in-
cluding vast areas which could
be utilized through irrigation) is
at present cultivated . . .
'
An American economist has
estimated that, if properly culti-
vated, Ethiopia could produce
enough food to feed Europe. Ac-
cording to a U.N. study, Ethiopia
is second only to the Congo in
hydro-electric potential among
African countries." Although it is
know there are large potash and
iron deposits, the mineral and oil
resoruces have not been fully ex-
plored. (from "Repression in
Ethiopia.")
Though for nearly 3,000 years
Ethiopia has maintained her in-
dependence, her militarily strate-
gic location has meant her sub-
jugation to foreign occupation or
influence for the last thirty years.
During the Italian occupation
Selassie was given refuge in Brit-
ain. When the Italians had been
driven out in 1941. the British
lent their troops and air force to
prop up his regime in the face
of a series of popular revolts
over the next ten years.
Since the early fifties, however,
Ethiopia has become a part of
the American empire. Hundreds
of millions of dollars have been
poured into the country in the
form of loans and technical and
military aid. Millions more have
been squeezed out.
The U.S. maintains a military
and naval base (the largest in Af-
rica, and one of the most import-
ant of America's far-flung bases)
in the country. This is despite
Selassie's avowed dedication to
pan-Africanism—with American
help the headquarters of the Or-
ganization for African Unity and
the II.N. Economic Commission
for Africa were established in
Ethiopia—and the OAU's request
for all military bases to be re-
moved from African nations. In
return the U.S. signed an agree-
ment in 1953, that they would
maintain Selassie's regime in
power.
Ethiopia's armed forces are un-
der the tutelage of the U.S. war
machine—except the paratroopers
and secret police who are trained
by another U.S. ally in the middle
east, Israel—and are financed
mainly through American military
aid. The supply of American wea-
pons however is kept limited
enough to maintain dependency;
they would be exhausted quickly
in any prolonged struggle.
The OAU recognizes the threat
to Ethiopian independence posed
by the American presence. "The
American MA AG-advisors, th e
Mapping and Geographical Insti-
tute, and the Peach Corps (as
well as the presence
of the Am-
erican base)
...
all these streng-
then the hold of imperialism in
Ethiopia." (in Africa, 1965, Vol
18)
In addition to the largest ex-
penditure on military aid in all
Africa, and the presence of 25.000
to 30,000 Gl's and their depend-
ents, the U.S. maintains one of its
largest Peace Corps missions in
Ethiopia. More than 25 per cent
of the teaching staff in the uni-
versity is American; the Peace
Corps holds over 50 per cent of
the teaching positions in the pub-
lic schools. The public schools
aren't for the mass of the popula-
tion in any case, but with the
Peace Corps control even the in-
significant 'educated' minority
are trained in a program which
puts the U.S., through the Peace
Corps, the Point 4 Program and
AID, fully in charge of curriculum
up to the university level.
According to one Ethiopian
student, even on educational
grounds the education is not
meaningful or relevent to the
people or the problems of Ethio-
pia. "Americans have literally ta-
ken over everything; the univer-
sity is a creation of the United
States, literally controlled by Am-
ericans," he said. Right down to
the College of Police, a branch
of the university which students
claim is used to train spies for
the imperialists.
Part of the U.S. economic hold
on Ethiopia can be seen in the
New York Times report of Janu-
ary 17, 1967.
"Dozens of American business-
men have already discovered
Ethiopia, from a bookstore to a
$100 million potash project, from
a spice firm to two of the world's
largest oil companies . . . Among
the reasons, one of Africa's most
liberal investment policies, gen-
erous duty free and tax exemption
provisions, special laws protecting
U.S. firms against expropriation
But it is largely Ethiopia's mili-
tarily strategic location that justi-
fies the presence of the American
military. Ethiopia stands at the
crossroads of the middle east and
Africa, with ports opening on the
Red Sea and the Indian Ocean.
"One of the most important
showdowns between East and
West is in the making in Ethio-
pia
. . . upon its outcome may de-
pend whether the U.S. loses Af-
rica. The U.S. must stand behind
those who have supported it in
the past—in this case. Emperor
Haile Selassie." (the Illinois State
Registry, Janurry 12, 1964.)
The importance of the Red Sea
ports of Massawa and Assab lay
behind Selassie's cancellation of
the independence and federal sta-
tus of the province of Eritrea.
The northeastern province had its
status negotiate by the United Na-
tions after wwil, but in 1962
Selassie moved in. The civil ser-
vice was virtually liquidated, the
Ethiopian military replaced the
Eritrean police, and mass arrests
by secret police have led to de-
tention camps throughout the
countryside, known as "fortified
hamlets."
Guerrillas have been waging a
war in Eritrea since 1962 against
Selassie and the Americans. As
early as 1965, an American heli-
copter piloted by a U.S. Army flier
war used in reconnaissance against
the guerrillas. An entire infantry
division of about 8,000 American-
trained men and two squadrons
of American-built war planes are
fighting the guerrillas near the
Sudanese border.
What is important is that the
Eritrean struggle is not an iso-
lated one. nor is it a historical.
Since 1941 there have been con-
stant uprisings against the feudal
fascism of Selassie's regime. The
major ones during WWII were put
down with the aid of the British
in Gojjam and Tigre, and in Wey-
anne, where a year-long struggle
was finally crushed by RAF bom-
bardments. A peasant revolt in
Ogaden in 1948 was also stamped
out by British troops and a re-
volt in Wollo in 1958 was met
witl] the "eradication of a whole
chain of villages from the map
of Ethiopia."
In 1960 there were two revolts.
A peasant uprising in April pro-
testing dispossession by the Em-
peror's family, led to the mas-
sacre of more than a thousand
peasants. An attempted military
coup
d'etat in December was put
down with the aid of bombard-
ments by planes flown by Ameri-
can pilots.
Since then the economy has suf-
fered an increasing plunge into
an inflationary crisis, and is
threatened with collapse by trade
deficit. Peasants and workers
have seen the cost of living rise
by over 30 per cent while their
incomes have remained at the
same level or lower. The tax bur-
den has been increasingly shifted
to their shoulders.
Though repression of any dis-
sent has been severe, the last de-
cade has seen an escalation of
resistance against the Selassie re-
gime and their foreign sponsors.
Workers in various
provinces
have staged attacks for wage
crements and rights to organize
labor leaders have been arbitral
ily dismissed or physically elimirv
ated.
In protest of new land taxefc
peasant uprisings have spread to
other regions than the struggle
now under way in Balle, Borrena
and Eritrea. The province of Goi.
jam has again taken up arms
against the regime. Repression by
the military and the police has
been brutal. The provinces
are
under constant search by army di-
visions. Air bombardments have
been constant and severe.
The student movement in Ethio.
pia has seen a parallel consolida-
tion over the last decade. They
have joined forces with the pea-
sant struggles under the banners
of Land to the Tiller and Anti-
Imperialism. Seeing the common
goals in the two struggles the
peasants have responded to the
mass meetings and protests o*
ganized by the students.
The final straw in a series of
increasing education taxes brought
the student struggle to the forg
last February when the empero*
of a nation with a per capita in.
come of about $40 annually de*
creed a school entrance examina-
tion fee of $10. The students at
the university planned a strike,
but the emperor sent the security
forces and evacuated all the uni-
versity students to a concentra-
tion camp outside the capital.
High school and elementary stu-
dents came out in support of the
university student s—and the
school system has been closed
down since March.
An important characteristic of
the recent student demonstra-
tions has been the support of the
poor people in Addis Ababa and
other ei.ies. They battled with the
soldiers and police, often protect-
ing the students from arrest. Fop
days the capital was under martial
law and still heavily-armed sold-
iers and militia police patrol the
city. Workers and civil serv?nts
supplied students with food, mon-
ey and shelter during the strikes.
The students in Ethiopia have
transcended their backgrounds to
the extent that many of them
came from the better-off strata of
the society; the traditional role of
the university had been to train
self-seeking ambitious bureaucrats
to staff the civil service and high
bureaucratic posts. Their struggle
is now with the masses of the
population against the feudal op-
pression. Their demands are poli-
tical demands that speak to Ethio-
pian problems.
They are demanding: "the with-
drawal of school and examination
fees instituted by the regime; a
just and equitable distribution
of
scholarships granted by any for-
eign nation (of 3,000 foreign scho-
larships offered per year, the re-
gime has accepted only about
1,000, from the U.S. and western
Europe, ignoring those from socia-
list countries, many of them in
important technical areas); cessa-
tion of the use of American Peace
Corps teachers whose function
is
to serve as agents of cultural
imperialism in Ethiopia; immedi-
ate termination of the vast ex-
penditures on extravagant enter-
tainment of foreign guests
and
similar visits abroad by Ethiopian
officials; the removal from office
of those officials directly respon-
sible lor the state education sys-
tem."
"The students also demand that
various officials responsible for
the killing of students
during
peaceful demonstrations
brought for public trial." (from
"Repression in Ethiopia.")
The formation of the World
Wide Union of Ethiopian Students
has seen support extended to Eur-
ope, the Middle East and
North
America where Ethiopia"
students studied abroad. The
North American association or-
continued on Page 9 .
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ganized the demonstration and
confrontation during Selassie's
visit to Washington this summer.
They have expressed their soli-
darity with blacks in the U.S.,
denying any validity to Selassie's
denial in Washington thirteen
years ago that he was a black or
a negro, that "Ethiopians are a
race apart." These students face
sentences of from ten to fifteen
years or deportation.
The students see imprisonment
in the U.S. as "rotting in yankee
imperialist jails," as the imperial
country helping Selassie suppress
dissent even outside Ethiopia.
Selassie sits alone on top of a
power-keg, 25 million subjects
whose many grievances are now
being vocalized by an articulate
student movement. Inside and out-
side the country, the students are
organizing protests and demon-
strations, educating people to the
dimes against their people.
Selassie continues to look to
foreign powers for help in keep-
ing down his people. The United
States has come to his aid again.
The students know they will
not make a revolution in Ethiopia
by themselves. They can only
serve to help organize and edu-
cate the people who have been
oppressed so long. Thev recognize
too the importance of taking their
story to the rest of the world if
they are to prevent the U.S. from
stepping in and realizing the fear
one student voiced in Washington
that Ethiopia would become the
next Vietnam.
"The people and students of
Ethiopia are too familiar with the
oppression and inhumanity of the
feudal and neo-colonialist regime
in Ethiopia. But the diabolic na-
ture of the government and the
true condition of the masses of
Ethiopia remain unknown to
world public opinion.
"That such a regime, through
its control of the press and cen-
sorship should attempt to hide its
despicable praciees does not come
as a novel discovery. It is all the
more imperative therefore that all
well-meaning and progressive
peoples everywhere make their
voices heard in a condemnation
of its inhuman acts." (from "Re-
pression in Ethiopia.")
The death pains of CUS
by Jim Harding
National student unions in Ca-
nada have always reacted to
changing political trends on
and
©ff campuses. Their bureaucratic
makeup has made it impossible
for them to respond to
these
changes politically. The Lakehead
Congress
shows this to be the case
whether conservative or radical
rhetoric dominates the organiza-
tion. CUS's turn to the
left after
last year's Guelph Congress was
not a signal, then that CUS was
becoming a radical student union.
Instead it was the beginning of
the end of a form of student un-
ion. After Lakehead the contra-
dictions in CUS will be too vast
for it to survive in its present
form.
CUS was formed after NFCUS
fell apart in 1964-5. (NFCUS was
a student bureaucracy for soror-
ity-fraternity type student coun-
cils.) It has gone through three
stages of development. It i.s im-
portant to know this so that the
present crisis can be put into
perspective. The rise in French
Canadian nationalism was the
first thing to affect CUS. When
UGEQ formed, even though CUS
bureaucrats tried to "hold the
union together" with compromises
(e.g. the election of a French
Canadian student as president.)
CUS became an English Cana-
dian student union. This was its
first great "loss of members"
and fees. Then, as the quietism
©112 the students of the 50's was
replaced by the activism of the
«o's (e.g. SUPA) CUS took on
some of the new left rhetoric
about participatory democracy.
The new involvement of students
in "social issues" led CUS to un-
dertake programs for universal
accessability and student repre-
sentation in university decision
making. This made CUS into a
left-liberal lobby. It lost all pre-
tence of being a political and min-
or membership crises began.
Now, with the realization of
an international student move-
ment and the first signs of stu-
dent militancy in Canada (liber-
tarian demands backed un by re-
volutionary tactics) CUS once
again has faced a crisis. And this
time it has proven to be too deep
to be managed by minor reforms
or compromises in the present or-
ganization.
Ironically the latest crisis and
conflict was not expressed be-
tween the right-wing and left-
wing within CUS; which is the
simplistic (logical, non-dialecti-
cal) way the press and many stu-
dents understood it, but between
radicals in and out of CUS who
wanted to expose the contradic-
tions in the organization and those
(some leftists, some not) who ig-
nored or wanted to manage them
to bold CUS, in its present form,
together.
The contradictions can only be
understood in terms of the hu-
man dialectics that occurred at
the Congress. Such requires a
historical perspective on CUS
and the student movement. It
cannot be understood formally or
psychologically.
The contradictions siem from
the different
praxes people at the
Congress have had over the last
year. Had fewer present gone
through a radicalizing experience
this past year, CUS might have
been able to be held together
with more rhetorical resolutions.
Even the loned-down leftist rhe-
toric proposed bv the Secretariat
might have worked. But. though
this could satisfy some it could
not satisfy enough.
What was really needed was
real political struggle (it will
come) not verbal compromises.
People needed to engage in an
unlimited debate, not the formal,
parliamentary kind that can cloak
over conflicting political motives.
A split between rhetoric and
politics, which is what bureaucra-
tic, liberal politics encourages,
is not the wav to clarify prob-
lems, undertake analyses and to
search for new directions. This
split allows peopTe to hang on
to their (hidden) political ration-
ales. and, as the context changes,
these static rationales become no
more than rationalizations.
The attempt to prevent, and
when this failed, to contain strug-
gle just accentuated the contra-
dictions within the Congress.
What should have become a strug-
gle—an unlimited debate in the
control of everyone—ended up a
conflict out of the control of every-
one.
That is why the Congress was
so frustrating. Those committed
to holding CUS together (the re-
building conferences made this an
a priori for some; not open for
debate at the Congress) and those
who wanted to expose the con-
tradictions within CHS did not
engage in struggle. This was rul-
ed out by the controlled (parlia-
mentary) nature of the Congress.
The first grouping tried to ig-
nore and after fried lo illegiti-
mize the second bv talking of
"gelling on with what we came
to do."
But pven thoiiph nolifieal strug-
gle did not occur, the conflict
was pushed. So-called guerrilla
theatre around the edges of the
Congress; extra-Congress gather-
ings; . and continual rapping kept
the conflict going. Over the week
the number who recognized the
contradictions between their com-
mitments and the bureaucratic
politics of CUS grew to a point
where the Chairman of the Con-
gress himself gave a long analy-
sis of why he could no longer
tolerate them.
The contradictions exploded the
Congress; a struggle between two
traditions (mainstream politics
and an independent radicalism)
was implied, but the struggle
never occurred. It may be that
such a struggle will only occur
when the logic in the two positions
is shown by the consequences of
each. But people did change—
though it will take some time to
evaluate how.
The conflict was expressed
more in terms of personalities
than in terms of perspective. But
a dialectic was occurring. Many
became aware of how academic,
dis-jointed and unanalytical pol-
icy statements can not provide
any direction for action. Further
abstracting such "policy" into a
written "program" would also
fail to do this.
The solution to CUS's contra-
dictions then was not to do what
the NDP does with political con-
flict. General policy no matter
how leftish in rhetoric does not
provide direction for action. An-
alysis that is general enough to
situate problems and specific
enough to outline tactics was
what was needed.
Many became aware that CUS,
as a hierarchical organization,
can not engage in political strug-
gle. And yet that is what will and
should happen on campuses as
the student movement in Canada
matures.
Yet, in the same way that CUS
tried to prevent and then con-
tain political struggle at the Con-
gress it will do so on campuses
where it is politicking. In putting
"holding the union together"
above political struggle it was
unable to confront ihe right-wing
ideologically at the Congress. One
would have to expose the struc-
tures of corporate capitalism to
achieve this, and being a corpor-
ate organization itself and trying
to hold conflicting ideologies to-
gether and avoid confrontation
it could do this. What amounts
to a formal but manipulatory
(forked-tongue) politics was the
result.
Many began to see these con-
tradictions in the conflicts of the
Congress. But many others view-
ed the conflicts soley from an
organizational mentality. When
conflict is becoming struggle
such a mentality distorts reali-
ties to the point of political psy-
choses. "We have tolerated you
long enough!" "This was a well-
engineered plot!" "Lei us get
on with our business!"
These kinds of statements came
from those trying to hold CUS
together. The distortions took
many forms but they all added
up to the same thing: an inability
to treat the contradictions (as
experienced conflicts) in an ex-
istential way—to see one's own
involvement in them. In separ-
ating the form from the content
of their politics they tried to
keep politics a purely organiza-
tional matter. Yet life styles,
work styles and values all effect
the outcome of our politics and
cannot be ignored. A failure to
struggle over the form of politics
leaves the traditional organiza-
tional form to determine the kind
of politics.
Many who could admit, in an
academic way, that CUS's crisis
was deeper than referenda were
unable to participate in a real
struggle over it. As the conflicts
began to become struggle many
reverted back to the end-of-ide-
ology, liberal logic that every
corporate bureaucracy relies on
when its legitimacy is effective-
ly challenged, Repressive toler-
ance within CUS was soon re-
placed by ad hominums.
CUS is in complete crisis not
because of a "plot" but because
the student movement in Canada
— which has always influenced
C-US—is moving into a stage
where its radicalism will no long-
er be schizophrenic—where con-
tinual praxis will replace (he bur-
eaucratic politics and abstract
theory of the past.
Both fonn and content must be
radical for a radical student
movement to be built—and this
means breaking from, a rupture
with, liberal politics. The Lake-
head Congress may very well
prove to have been the final
break between the student move-
ment and mainstream politics.
Only old-leftists now remain with-
in fhe NDP (many of them young
old-leftists). The CYC has shown
that its new left rhetoric really
covers up new techniques of cor-
porate oppression. And now CUS
has been exposed as being irrele-
vant to the task of building an
activist radical student move-
ment.
That does not mean that CUS,
as a bureaucracy, will not strug-
gle to survive and tag on to the
political issues that will occur on
campuses, As well, ideological
disputes among students will con-
tinue to be expressed within CUS
(or a bureaucracy that replaces
it). Rut those who base their
tactics on an understanding of
the historical development of the
student movement in Canada, and
place the latest crisis of CUS in
perspective, wilt make independ-
ent radicalism their priority.
The breaking from CUS may
prove to be the breaking from
liberal politics that has been long
overdue in English Canada. This
had to happen with the U.S. SDS
(Port Huron) and the German
SDS and many other student
movements. A conflict between
liberal politics, even with radjcal
rhetoric, and direct action (extra-
parliamentary) politics and the
breaking from the former is nuite
necessary for a rupture with the
status quo to occur. This has had
to take its own form in English
Canada and this has been hard
to predict. In retrospect it seems
that a radical new left student
movement rnav have been horn
out of the death pains of CUS.
Regina students veto council sponsored occupation
REGINA (CUP) —Students at
the Regina Campus of the Uni-
versity of Saskatchewan Friday
(September 19) downed a student-
council-sponsored proposal to oc-
cupy the financial offices of the
Regina administration as a means
of forcing the board of governors
to negotiate over a tuition fee
hike at the university.
The proposal was brought be-
fore a general meeting of students
after an emergency session of the
council Thursday night, where
councillors decided on the move
as a response fo student demands
that they formulate concrete pro-
grams to fight the fee hike.
Instead, the students passed a
motion calling for a "massive ed-
ucational program" in the pro-
vince, to explain the crisis and
state the students' position on
universal accessability to higher
education.
Among the programs adopted
on the motion were a speakers'
bureau making union spokesmen
available to talk on request at
public functions, and provision for
a province-wide edition of the
Regina student newspaper, the
Carillon.
The fee increase was announced
by the board four months ago,
and would raise tuition by $25 to
approximately $425 for general
students at the university.
The increase came in the mid-
dle of an acute financial crisis on
the prairies, with the children of
many farmers unable to pay their
fees while millions of bushels rot
unsold on Saskatchewan farms.
Students are already predicting
another fee increase next
year.
The occupation proposal was to
provide a lever for forcing the
Regina board to discuss four
major student demands:
—declare a ceiling on tuition fees;
—a systematic, planned reduction
of tuition fees in Fhe future;
—democratic decisions bv all
members of rhe university on fu-
ture fee structures;
—a short-range plan to adjust
existing tuition fees according to
income.
The council proposed "an or-
ganized and systematic occupa-
tion of the financial offices of the
university by sTudents working in
shifts of 40 "
If approved, fhe occupation
would have begun immediately
and been directed by a series
of general meetings beginning
Monday (September 22) and con-
tinuing daily until negotiations
were completed.
In presenting the proposal, the
student council said that if it were
defeated, "the studenis union
takes fhe position that while we
believe in the principal of uni-
versal accessabiliiv, we do not
feel ourselves in a position to sug-
gest any other concrete alterna-
tive action."
The council passed the proposal
Thursday by a vote of 8 to 4.
In a prologue fo fhe motion,
the council declared the situation
limited their action to only two
alternatives;
"They are militant and uncom-
promising action (o support the
demands we are putting forward
or abandoning present action on
the issue even though we believe
in (he principle of universal ac-
cessability.
"The action which was finally
passed (by the council) was seen
as the means by which students
who are without formal
power in
the university could force the
board of governors to negotiate
a policy regarding tuition fees.
"We
propose in this resolution
to continue action in support of
our immediate demands until the
board agrees to them or proposes
some compromise. In suggesting
this action we are not denying
the possibility of other actions.
"But," the council said, "What
we do agree upon is the nature
of our choices. It's either action
in support of the demands or let-
ting (he issue go because of lack
of alternatives."
The alternative proposal moved
by past council president Dave
Sheard passed with an over-
whelming majority in favor, aT-
though it was described by one
of its few opponents as "a sop
to liberal consciences."
The council %arHer this month
attempfed to organize a campaign
of withholding fees, but it failed
when the Saskatchewan govern-
ment invoked a clause in the pro-
vincial student loan agreement
which forwarded student loan
cheques directly to the admini-
stration instead of to the appli-
cants.
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Off the cuff
by Ludwig von Ichabod
It's quite devastating 1 to one's ego when a brand-new
columnist runs out of material after only two publica-
tions of the Cord. The first two weeks were filled with
enthusiasm and inspiration. This overbearing- atavism
to dispense true-and-tried experience (vastly hyperbo-
lized, of course) to the uninitiated seized my big-brother
heart, and 1 was glad to do it. T mean, spot-lighting one-
self, to obtain undivided attention from the frosh, was a
sheer egotistic maneuver. I felt ten feet tail.
Now, it is all over. No longer are the proctors sought
after to guide them through the mysterious labrynth of
university; no longer can this columnist coerce the be-
wildered frosh to participate, to be active, to be involved
(for they are no longer bewildered). They know most
of the goings-on, now that they have recovered from
the disorientation of Orientation. They are quickly be-
coming the veterans of procrastination, of lecture skip-
ping, of being bored; no worse than the upperclassmen.
In short, everybody has finally learned how to become
complacent in his own little niche. And it's ho-hum and
down to the nitty-gritty.
And baby, the honeymoon is over! From here on in,
although you may not feel the pinch yet, tension and
pressure are insidiously building up from all directions,
focusing on your mental stability. Sure, you can laugh
it away; however, the twins—pressure and tension—
will come back just as quickly. Are you organized, with-
in yourself, to combat them? Are you sure now? Good;
in some future column I will haunt you again, and see
your new attitude. Of course, I will be sarcastic about it,
too!
As I have said, I'm running short on material this
week, so I'll quietly slip away with these two quickies.
To the guy who asked: "Is it true blondes have more
fund?" Well, some girls are dyeing to find out. Others
just shorten their miniskirts.
To the girls in WR: You girls who are afraid of losing
too many panties in these successful raids should switch
to flush-a-byes!
"Workers and students harass Neo-Nazi"
ESSEN. WEST GERMANY
(C(J Pl)—Thousands of workers
and students, screaming "Get out
of town, you
Nazi swine," storm-
ed a police barricade here Satur-
day in an attempt to silence
Adolf von Thadden, head of the
neo Na z i National Democratic
party.
Von Thadden, hunched behind
a bullet-proof plexiglass cage,
was man-handled by one of the
demonstrators who slipped past
barbed-wire barriers, police dogs,
and NPD strong-men to grab the
right-wing leader, and yell "Nazi
criminal" into his microphone.
Although the demonstrator was
quickly grabbed and beaten by
NPD bodyguards and led away
by police, other demonstrators
then charged the barbed wire,
ignoring high-pressure streams
from police wafer cannon
Housewives with shopping hags
joined students, miners and steel
workers who were in the van-
guard of the crowd.
Stanfield coming
Club Night was a great success
for the Progressive Conservative
Club. The first meeting of the
P.C. Club will be on October first.
This will be an organizational
meeting, with coffee and dough-
nuts being served in the inter-
mission. The place of meeting will
be posted.
As for coming events, the fu-
ture looks good. Mr. Stanfield is
coming to town on October 15,
Many other prominent speakers
will be coming. There is also a
Wine and Cheese Party, a Mari
time Beer Party, and trips to
Queen's Park in Toronto and
Parliament Hill in Ottawa plan-
ned
Another event, which rates a
paragraph of its own, is the Model
Parliament, The P.C.'s expect to
be the Majority Party. Keep your
eyes and ears open for more in-
formation on this. It looks good,
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WATERLOO THEATRE
Evenings From 7 p.m. - Sat., Sun. alt 2 p.m.
Waterloo International Film Festival
13 DAYS OF THE FINEST FILMS IN
MODERN FILM ENTERTAINMENT
Fri. Sept., 26—Renais's "La Guerre Est Fini"
(RESTRICTED)
Sat., Sept, 27—Louis Bunel's "Viridiriia"
(RESTRICTED)
Sun., Sept. 28—Francois Truffaut's
"Stolen Kisses"
(RESTRICTED)
Mora., Sept. 29—Jean Lue GoddarcTs
"La Chinoise"
(ADULT ENTERTAINMENT)
Tues., Sept. 30—Forman's "Loves of a Blonde"
(RESTRICTED)
Wed., Oct. I—An Evening of Underground
(RESTRICTED)
Andy Warhol's "Vinyl"
Kuchars
"Eclipse of the Sun Virgins"
Kenneth Anger's "Baux B'Artifice"
Thurs., Oct. 2—Passelinni's "The Gospel
According to St. Matthew"
Fri., Oct. 3—Alan King's "Warrendale"
(RESTRICTED)
Sat,, Oct. 4—Antonioni's "Blowup"
(RESTRICTED)
I Sura., Oct. s—Gilles Carle's "Rape of a
Sweet Young" Girl"
(RESTRICTED)
Mora., Oct. 6—Carol Reed's "The Third Man"
(ADULT ENTERTAINMENT)
Mora., Oct. 7—James Joyce's "Ulysses"
! (RESTRICTED)
j Tues., Oct. B—Romain Gary's "Birds in Peru"
(RESTRICTED)
FA
'W' King St. E. Near City Hail
tW'
Continuous From 7 p.iirt.
Brigitte Bardot, Alain Delon, Jane Fonda, Terence Stamp
Peter Fonda in Edgar Allan Poe's Ultimate Orgy ...
'
SPIRITS OF THE DEAD"
(RESTRICTED) IN COLOR
1 YUIf nr/2 Street West
L I Continuous From 1:39 p.m. Daily
THE GREATEST MOVIE IN HISTORY
"THE ITALIAN JOB" <coLoRI
Michael Caine
—
ADULT ENTERTAINMENT
if* ADITOI King Street West
Wa■ V li Continuous Frump 11:30 p.m.
SHE CAME TO SIT WITH BABV
.. .
AND ENDED UP WITH DADDY!
"THE BABYSITTER" & 2nd HIT
"I, A LOVER" (BOTH RESTRICTED)
K-W DRIVE-IN
5—
The Film Everyone Has Been Talking About!
"Can Heironymus Merkin ever forget Mercy Hwmppe and find
true happiness" starring Anthony Newley and Elisabeth Taylor
and Mia Farrow ir#
"SECRET CEREMONY"
(BOTH RESTRICTED — BOTH COLOR)
TheMarshallPlan?
iI)F^SCROOGt^jII
| HEAVEN IS
1
I MONEY I
■L COMMERCE Jm
aTPppraHopHpSH
■Lrl ih •! b j a 1» m
BB
|* |
''|
THE BOOKSTORE
in the
Concourse Apologizes
For the inconvience of the books that are out
of stock. Several factors have led to this
unfortunate situation:
]) Unexpected increase in enrollment.
2) Change in course requirements thai
did not turn out as predicted,
3) Our first experience in handling
used books.
4) Our old friends - human error.
We assure you the staff is working overtime
to try and correct the problem. Reports will
be posted on the shelves regarding out of
stock titles.
Yours truly,
PAUL FISCHER, Manager
uwk Wggy PSsf Sggj laSfi |iij§§l3 jfin§ %fff& Jjs©P
: wßtrffif IsB BESS wwlm H JBSff 'aSB H 9|HHj|| BjH
SAME DAY SERVSCE # 10% STUDENT DISCOUNT
220 King Street Nortli Opposite Will Waterloo
I
—
Georgia Straight convicted—may fold
VANCOUVER (CUP)—Vancou-
ver's underground newspaper the
Georgia Straight received another
blow from the authorities here
Thursday (September 18) that
could finish the paper off for
good.
In what editor Dan McLeod de-
scribed as "an entrapment" by
drug prosecutors, the paper and
McLeod were found guilty of
counselling a person to commit a
criminal offence—the planting
and cultivation of marijuana.
Provincial court judge Bernard
Jsman sentenced the Georgia
Straight Publishing Company to a
$1,500 fine and McLeod to $500
or 25 days in jail.
Mcleod was also placed on
three years' probation, which
meains he can not lawfully be
found in the company of persons
convicted of a criminal offence.
Since many of the Straight's
writers have been convicted on
drug and minor city by-law char-
ges, the probation would hamper
McLeod's ability to edit the paper.
Similar charges against manag-
ing editor Bob Cummings were
dropped for Jack of evidence.
McLeod said before the trial
that a stiff fine could finish the
paper, and defence council John
Laxton said at the trial that any-
thing over $500 could put it in
"serious financial difficulties."
There was never any question
in Thursday's trial that the
crown's star witness, Penelope
York, had any intention of plant-
ing the drug after she read the
article, entitled "Plant Your
Seeds," in the March 28 edition
of the Straight.
She said the thought never en-
tered her mind.
But the prosecution contended
that since she testified she bought
the paper and read the article,
she had been counselled to com-
mit the offence.
Defence counsel John Laxton,
representing the Straight free of
charge, argued that Miss York—-
who is secretary to chief drug
prosecutor Murray Hyde—was in-
structed to purchase and road the
paper for the explicit purpose of
bringing a charge against the
Straight.
"Common sense would show
that she was not in a position to
be in any way counselled or in-
fluenced by the article," Laxton
said.
Isman said he imposed stiff
fines because "even freedom of
the press has its limitations," and
following past convictions, the de-
fendents showed "no sign of re-
habilitation."
Laxton said there are good
grounds for an appeal but Mc-
Leod has not yet decided whether
he wants to do so.
Thursday's conviction was the
third in less than a year.
The paper. McLeod and Cum
mings have been convicted and
fined for obscenity and criminal-
ly libelling a magistrate. Street
vendors selling the paper have
been the subject of consistent
harrassment by city police.
Two years ago mayor Tom
Campbell had the Straight's busi-
ness licence suspended, but it
was later reinstated after McLeod
continued to put the paper out.
A total of 15 obscenity charges
are still pending against the
Straight.
Spiel
by Shane Betknap
Have you ever had the feeling that certain areas in
Canada dis-
liked Southern Ontario, and Toronto specifically? Who could evey
resent people choked by smog, knocked insensitively by the hulk
of a big city or more correctly bv an eighty
mile industrial belt?
Who could ever think that there are better places in Canada than
thjs dull uninteresting place of Southern Ontario where the climate
reaches extremes of hot and cold, where the rolling hills never
really mount to anything, and where the asphalt ribbons of
roads
stretch to all reaches but hardly facilitate the heavy flows of traffic?.
Who could ever think we have anything to be hated for?
"God s Country"—British Columbia—is ihe Utopia of Canada, so
the staunch regional nationalists of the west coast think.
Who can
dispute the fact that they can swim
and snow-ski in the Tame day
or that they can lie on a beach or have fresh salmon or fruit afc
their finger tips? Who would not become enchanted with the mild
climate and apparently endless days of sunshine? Or those moun-
tains the British Columbians love so much? They are beautiful
with their snow capped tips and their rugged masculinity. The
scenic rockies are one of the glories of Canada, so unspoilt and
refreshing. I don't think anyone can dispute the fact that British
Columbia is in many ways, to use a trite phrase, a picture postcard.
The Coastal Westerners, although they have all this jplendor.,
spend their time with harsh diatribes against Ontario. Don Riter,
an old Globe and Mail reporter working for the Vancouver Sui\
wrote an article against Toronto in particular which is indicative
of the feelings in the west. He wrote in the June 19 essay of "The
Sun" that the Toronto people are "generally cold and unfriendly
and that the attitude of all service personnel ranges from unhelp-
ful surliness to hostile ineivilty". Or that the perfect civic motto
of Toronto should be "Been Down So Long It Looks Up to Me", lie
topped off his essay with his most cutting line—"Probably the best
thing about Toronto is that it is only 350 miles from Montreal
A lot of what Mr. Riter said is true. If they have such a beautiful
place why must they constantly dissect the evils of prosperous
Ontario? Could it be that they are jealous?
I was working in Vancouver this summer and although I liked the
area and at times was forced to admit lhat it was prettier than
Ontario, I was never let to forget that British Columbia is "God's
Country" where everyone leads the "good life" (as Premier Bennetls
would pound into the electorate's mouth). So many times I was told
of the clear air, the clean water and the moderate climate. A proud
westerner was showing me as we stood in a beautiful vista near
Vancouver approximately where Victoria was on Vancouver Island.
Victoria was sitting below a dirty black cloud identified as smog.
Another was showing me a beautiful sandy white beach, one of
many that border the city of Vancouver. The Health Inspector was
hammering up a sign warning against swimming because the pollu-
tion count was too high. Many Westerners remarked to me that the
weather was beautiful for weeks on end. This fact was never men-
tioned as we headed into the third week of rain.
There is just cause to object about the industrial confusions and
population complexities of Ontario. But to be told by Mr. Riter.
a landed Westerner, that Toronto "makes Devil's Island look like
a resort" is too much. The people who actually live there are the
ones who should the comparison.
As I left Vancouver this summer, leaving the telephone, bus, oil,
and meat cutters' strikes, I wondered how these anti-Ontarion, pro-
regionalist diehards would react in another ten to twenty yeai's when
their areas are hassled with industrial and population problems
which Toronto is facing now. Where will the sheep in "God's Coun-
try" be then?
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NOTICE
Would the members of last year's English
council (1968-69) Please attend a short
meeting Monday, Sept. 29th at 6:30 p.m. in
the English Common Room (2nd floor of
the new teaching building)
The purpose of this meeting is to
re-organize the structure
FAYE BRYANS
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Forget
BLOW YOUR STUDENT LOAN!
TONY DAY SWEATERS
PRICES SLASHED IN V2 !
Clearing Out Discontinued Lines
Dress Weight Turtles -Reg. 11.95 Now 4.50
Outdoor Buikies -Reg. 19.95 .. Now 10.00
These and more stocked fresh daily
HOURS: 11:00 a.m. - 8:00 p.m. Weekdays
9:00 a.m.-4:00 p.m. Saturdays
TONY DAY S
210 Regina St. N, (Between King & Weber)
Keystone editor appointed
"The Keystone is not a clique
book; it is a representation of
every student attending this Uni-
versity." said 1969-70 Year Book
editor, Bill Scott.
Bill hopes to have a closer tie
with the photography department
and is going to have his own
photographer. Tn this way, he
plans to get away from copying
other departments' material and
cover the broadest possible range
of student life.
Tn general, the format of the
Keystone will be the same as in
previous years. Tt will be divided
into month by month sections cov-
ering all major activities. Of the
208 pages, there will be twenty-
four in full colour.
The Keystone staff has approxi-
mately six deadline dates. The
first one, in October, concerns
the design of the Keystone's cov-
er. It will not change much from
last year. The last deadline is set
for May in order to cover all im-
portant events and ease the final
exam load.
It has not yet been decided if
the
year book contract will be
signed with the Intercollegiate
Press or National Student Year
Book.
Although he has not been on
the Keystone staff previously, Bill
Scott had been editor of his high
school
year book for three years.
He is recruiting two assistant edi-
tors, undecided as of yet, and has
a staff of twentv-five.
Bill Scott
Ryerson students resign from board
TORONTO (CUP)—Two stu-
dents sitting on the board of gov-
ernors of Ryerson Polyteehnical
Institute have kicked off wide-
spread student reaction by re-
signing from the board, claiming
they were "ignored, deceived, and
tolerated like kids," by the board
and the institute's administration.
Richard Finlay and Gordon
Jackson, elected by students last
October and then appointed to
the board, said Wednesday (Sep-
tember 17) they resigned in a
joint letter to Ontario premier
John Robarts a week ago. The
provincial government appoints
Ryerson board members.
Both Jackson and Finlay ran
for the positions as moderates,
"hoping to counteract the atmos-
phere of student rebellion . . .
to demonstrate responsible stu-
dent participation.
Ryerson was the first post-
secondary institution in Canada
to get student representation on
its board.
But their proposals for reform
and attempts to get information
were thwarted by the administra-
tion
"Our motives were impugned—
as if we wanted to do something
evil to the institute," said Finlay.
"We were referred to as 'the kids'
and treated as if we were too
dumb to evaluate certain deci-
sions.
"This is as good a time as any
to examine the role of the board
of governors." said Ryerson stu-
dent council president Barry
Hales. "Frankly I don't think it
is relevant in this institute."
He said he expects an investi-
gation of the board to be started
soon by students and alumni with
possible faculty support.
W. M. Kelly, chairman of the
Ryerson board and vice-president
of Consumers' Gas Company, has
denied the students' accusations.
"Not only were they given a
great deal of attention at board
meetings, but they also received
full co-operation in obtaining in-
formation about the operation-
written and verbal," he said.
Presidents' report blasted—
"reactionary and unimaginative"
OTTAWA (CUP)—Canadian Un-
ion of Students president Martin
Loney Friday launched a blister-
ing attack against the just-releas-
ed report of the Committee of
Presidents of the Universities of
Ontario, describing it as "one
of the most reactionary and un-
imaginative documents I've ever
seen."
The report, released Thursday
calls for a hard-line response to
virtually all forms of student pro-
test except orindary picketting.
"The report does absolutely
nothing to solve the problems of
the university," Lonev said, "but
it lays the way open for increas-
ed repression and authoritarian-
ism
"A literal interpretation of the
report would say that a professor
has the right to have any vigor-
ously dissenting student in his
class suspended from the univer-
sity."
"According to this report, if
there was a mass boycott of
classes bv 100 per cent of the
students, the administration presi-
dent would have to call in the po-
lice.
The report. Loney said, is an
over-reaction to conditions which
have never existed in Ontario uni-
versities, and it exposes those
who are the true advocates of
violence within the university—
the administrators.
"Violence has just never taken
place on campuses in Ontario."
he said. "But this is the type of
reaction which breeds violence."
"It's proof that it's not student
radicals but reactionary univer-
sity presidents who are prepared
to use extfeme force to maintain
an undemocratic and conservative
university."
The report, he said, explicitly
excludes negotiation with dissent-
ing students, in favor of immedi-
ate penalties.
"It is typical." he said, "of the
feudal mentality" which prevails
in university government: Opera-
ting in a totally authoritarian
manner,
then telling the people
Ihe permissions they must have
to change the rules.
"It's as if they were a feudal
lord who oppressed the peasants,
but sent out a bailliff to listen
to their grievances in alternate
months.
"And if they decide they aren't
satisfied, he calls in the police."
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SUBOG
Requires one member for its executive board
—
Must be a freshman
— Must be eager personable and intelligent
— No experience necessary
— See Penny Oliver or Pete Heinemann
in the SUBOG office
and
— We need people for lighting technicians
film technicians and dance and
concert staff
— We will train you and we don't ask
much
If HAVE A 11
112 CASH-IN 1
J
AT W.L.U. T.A.
Saturday, September 27, 1969
i Featuring the
Featured Blues Rock Band at the Electric Circus, Toronto
DOORS OPEN AT 8:30 p.m.
ADMISSION: 75c with W.LU. Card - $1,00 without
Warwick great at UniWat performance
The Dionne Warwick concert
held in the University of Water-
loo's impressive physical educa-
tion gymnasium last Friday night
was as good as I had expected
it would be. The concert from the
start was destined to be a box
office sell-out. Who would not
want to see the soft friendly sing-
er of so many popular songs in
person? If she were just to have
come onto the stage the concert
would have been a success. But
it was the spirit the concert en-
gendered that made the whole
thing even better.
The Cecil, a rock band from
North Bay, started the concert.
Since they are Canadian and since
they were good I would think it
wrong not to say something about
them. Personally my image of a
band coming from a small place
like North Bay is that of a crude
sounding group that doesn't real-
ly'have to attain a polished style
due to the absence of other bands
and musical artists in that area.
But their coordination of music
was very good and their music
although not original in sound
seemed authentic. Their music
was of the rock—jazz brand like
that of musicians Cooper Stiles
and Bloomfield interspersed with
"heavy" music like that if the
Band from the Big Pink album
or that of the Tron Butterfly who
apparently will be coming to the
University of Waterloo soon.
Also sharing the warm up po-
sition, was a three man soul group
called the Constellations. They in-
deed set the mood of funky soul
music with choreographed soul
dance steps, iheir hand clapping
and audience participation songs.
The audience clapped its hands
and although an effort was made
by the three to have all sing "If
I Had A Hammer" the audience
slipped back into hand clapping
and then when that got tiring, it
regressed to a passive observance
of the group. The Constellations
did perform very well and judging
from the reaction of the audience
were also very much liked.
And then when the atmosphere
was all set and the audience had
been primed, the warm pretty fea-
tures of Dionne Warwick were
spotlighted as she sang herself
on to the stage to (he familiar
words of Aquarius. I had not real-
ly realized how many songs Miss
Warwick made popular until that
night. She sang song after song
of her hits interspersed with ones
that could have been made popu-
lar by her but were sung and
made popular by some other big
name singer.
She
sung: Aquarius, Say a Lit-
-Ile Prayer, her first record hit
Don't Make Me Over, Walk On
Bv. Dream the Impossible Dream,
What the World Needs Now, San
Jose, The Look of Love, Going
Out of My Head, Promises Prom-
ises, You Lost That Loving Feel-
ing, Bert Bacharats-This Girls in
Love With You. She ended with
a song that is popular on the
radio now but was first sung by
Don Crawford at Winter Carnival
last year called Love One An-
other.
After listening to her for a
while I tried to class her in a
category but found that her voice
had too many appealing quali-
ties. A song of hers could start
off very softly and then rise to
an aggressive climax, falling to
a sexy seductive sound at the
end of the song. So although her
songs may be classed as ballads
in many cases the moods por-
trayed could not be pinned down
as just being seductive or of
being warm and homey or of
being 3oud and soulful but a good
mixture of all these and others.
The Dionne Warwick perform-
ance was a good concert, Tt oc-
curred Jo me as T left the audi-
torium that Dionne Warwick had
sung to the audience as real peo-
ple. un(i)<e the feeling I had last
year at the Supremes' concert.
photo by Reid
Diorrne sings to the people . . .
SFU students ask CUS for help
in investigating PSA dept.
BURNABY (CUP)—The students
of Simon Fraser University have
called on the Canadian Union of
Students to aid in investigating
the SFU administration's decision
to fire, demote and place on pro-
bation members of the univer-
sity's department of political
science, sociology and anthropolo-
gy.
At a general meeting of the
SFU students society Thursday
(September 18) more than 600
students voted to call in the na-
tional student union, in conjunc-
tion with the tenure committee of
the Canadian Association of Uni-
versity Teachers, to investigate
decisions made bv an administra-
tion tenure committee which have
led to the current crisis on the
campus, and present a report no
later than October 31.
"We've talked informally about
it with CAUT," said CUS presi-
dent Martin Loney Friday, "but
we are going to have to wait until
the students society established
terms of reference and makes it
clear what they want CAUT and
CUS to do."
'For instance, what do they
mean when they say they want us
to investigate the decisions of the
university tenure committee?"
"The CAIJT says they won't es-
tablish a committee to make re-
commendations on the decisions
unless it is an appeals committee;
and in that case they would want
most of it to be made up of
people in that discipline."
At the Thursday meeting, the
students also called on CAUT to
reject the administration's invita-
tion to participate with the As-
sociation of Universities and Col-
leges of Canada in an investiga-
tion of the PSA department, and
backed the demands made by the
department early in September:
abolition of an administration
trusteeship over PSA; recognition
of Mordecai Breimberg, student-
and faculty-acclaimed chairman;
acceptance of departmental rather
than administration recommenda-
tions on tenure and promotions
of faculty affected by the dispute.
The PSA department has called
for a strike vote Monday (Septem-
ber 22) if administration presi-
dent Kenneth Strand has not ac-
cepted the demands or at least
agreed to negotiate over them.
So Jar, Strand has rejected
them, confining himself to calling
for the CAUT-AUCC investigation
committee. Strand made it clear
the committee would confine it-
self to an investigation of student
parity arrangements, and admini-
strative procedures, and not deal
with the problems of hiring fir-
ing and tenure of PSA faculty.
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CAMPUS SOUND-OFF
What did you think of Orientation & Initiation
by Howard Dewitt
Barb Reid
Participation in Shinerama
was horrible and the
square dance shouldn't
have happened. Any
initiating done bordered
on hazing
Fran Crowley
Arts IIS
The Freshmen this year
didn't have very much
spirit, especially the guys.
Cad Watkin
Arts II
Orientation was great —
the lectures were very
informative. Initiation was
a flop because there were
not enough Sophs around.
Pete Smith
Bus. I
Orientation was good — it
gave kids lots
of
opportunity to get to
know each other.
Sharon Snider
Arts 1
Initiation is an outdated
institution — it should
be abolished.
BiM Reynolds
Arts N
There wasn't anything
much at all. Nobody said
anything if you didn't
have your beanie on.
Fern Hofstetter
Arts 1
The activities weren't too
bad but we had to pay
the seven dollars — we
had no choice.
Cathy Black
Bus. i
Freshman orientation is
the stuff on which the
destiny of mankind hinges,
John Lamb
Arts 1
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GYMNASTICS FOR WOMEN
Taught by Berte Langager
Former member of a Danish Gymnastics Team
Monday 3:00-4:00 p.m.
Sept. 29 - Dec. 1 - Fee: $13.0©
KITCHENER YWCA
84 Frederick St. 744-6507
Honours History Students and History Majors
GENERAL MEETING
Oct, b
t
1969- 7:30 p.m.-1 El
Agenda
1. To elect 3 students to "The Pool"
the Departmental Committees
2. Organization of history students
Friday, Sepfember 28, 1969
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An impressive debut
Golden Hawks romp 51-0 over Voyageurs
by Bill Harmon
The Golden Hawks started their
regular season play with a very
convincing 51-0 win over the Lau-
rentian Voyageurs. From the op-
ening whistle the Hawks were in
control, allowing Laurentian to
get over center field only once
during the entire game.
Laurentian opened the game
by kicking-off to the Hawks.
Starting out on their 35 yard line,
the Hawks started a drive that
took them to the Laurentian 48
yard line. They were forced to
punt but left Laurentian on their
own 2 yard line, where their trou-
bles began.
In two plays Laurentian had not
gained a yard and were forced to
punt. A great punt return plus
a Laurentian penalty set up the
hawks first touchdown. Two runs,
by John Skinner, were good for
18 yards and a first down. Bob
McGregor then the ball twice, the
second one being good for 14
yards and a touchdown. Walt Par-
ker's convert was good.
Laurentian was again unable to
do anything and had to punt once
more. The Hawks ended up with
the ball on the Laurentian 32
yard line. The runners again mov-
ed the ball with help from quar-
terback Paul Gray, who threw a
ten yard strike to Terry Harvey.
However, it was running backs
McGregor and Skinner who did
the work, with John Skinner run-
ning the ball in from the 5 yard
line for the major! Walt Parker's
convert was good.
The Hawks got the ball again,
soon after their second major and
again started moving. A 34 yard
pass
interference penalty against
Laurentian gave the Hawks good
field position to start the second
quarter. Four plays later Bob
McGregor scored his second touch-
down of the half from one yard
yard out. Walt Parker's convert
was good again.
After a couple of exchanges of
the football the Hawks were again
in good scoring position after a
41 yard punt return by Bill Turn-
bull. However, the Hawks had to
seltle for one point when Walt
Parker's field goal missed.
The Hawks gained the ball
again on a pass interception by
Paul Hendershot. Laurentian was
then penalized down to their 12
yard line. Paul Gray then threw a
12 yard touchdown pass to Reed
Archer. Walt Parker's convert
was good.
After an exchange of plays the
first half ended with Laurentians
only penetration of Hawk terri-
tory on two pass completions.
The first half ended with the
score 29-0 in favour of the Hawks.
The second half started out the
same way as the first half, with
Laurentian being unable to move
the ball. The Hawks took over on
the Laurentian 48 yard line and
10 plays later scored. John Skin-
ner carried the first two times
for 11 yards before being injured.
Jim Cooper replaced him, and
along with Bob McGregor carried
the ball down to the 16. Then
quarterback Paul Gray threw a
16 yard pass to Terry Harvey for
the touchdown. Walt Parker's
convert was good.
After another exchange of
downs Paul Hendershot intercep-
ted his second Laurentian pass
on their 33 yard line. With a new
backfield of Jim Cooper and Tom
Walker the Hawks scored on six
plays, when Jim Cooper went in
from the 4 yard line. The con-
vert was blocked.
The fourth quarter belonged to
the Hawks' Roger Passmore, who
broke up potential Laurentian
drives with 3 interceptions. His
first interception went for a 28
yard touchdown. The convert was
no good.
Laurentian then gave up a two
point safety touch after a blocked
punt. Passmore intercepted ano-
ther pass to set up the Hawks
last drive, which ended
up in a
wide field goal that went for a
point. Passmore then intercepted
another Laurentian
pass on the
last piay of the game.
As far as the game went, one
could say that the Hawks de-
fence was superb in stopping
everything that Laurentian could
muster, which wasn't very much.
They set up all of the touchdowns
and the offence, led by the run-
ning of Bob McGregor (71 yards),
Jim Cooper (57 yards), and John
Skinner (53 yards) and the pas-
sing of Paul Gray (2 TD passes).
Talking to coach Knight after the
game his comment was "we have
to be tougher next week against
Ottawa."
photo by Skelion
Tackles were hard to come by as Hawks broke
through Vogageur defense at will
photo by Skelton
The Hawks mounted a defensive effort against passes
which surpassed their previous years' efforts in this field
Statistics
Score
Sweat sox
by Dave Cohen
When two players leave a uni-
versity team to join the pro ranks
you would think
that their ab-
sence would leave a gaping hole
to fill. I am of course speaking
of Doug Strong who is playing
as a regular with the Winnipeg
Blue Bombers and—Kruspy who
has joined the Montreal Alouettes.
Yet, coming off a 17-8 pre season
victory over McMaster and a 51-
0 victory over Laurentian in
league play with no major in-
juries Coach Knight feels that
his team is in good form. His
backfield is shaping up with the
likes of MacGregor and Walker
running at fullback and Skinner,
Cooper and Tanaka lining up at
tailback. Along with the newcom-
ers, the coach has better than
15 returning seniors to give the
team the experience that becomes
a necessity as the season pro-
gresses.
As far as the form and execu-
tion of the team. Coach Knight
said "the team is a couple of
weeks ahead of last year's
squad." He hesitates to compare
the two teams any further and
doesn't make any predictions for
this year. What the man does
portray is a confidence that could
indicate a conference champion-
ship for the Hawks.
U of T disruption draws expulsion threat
TORONTO (CUP)—The Univer-
sity of Toronto has warned that
incidents such as a disruption
of a freshman dinner which oc-
curred Thursday (September 18)
may lead to expulsion of the par-
ticipants.
Caput, the U of T disciplinary
body, issued a statement Sunday
(September 21) saying the body
is "greatly concerned" with at-
tempts by individuals or groups
to disrupt academic events:
Referring directly to the Thurs-
day disruption—where members
of the U of T's radical New Left
Caucus barraged speakers at a
freshman dinner with questions
and eventually forced the closing
of (he affair—Caput said the dis-
ruption of any lecture class, sem-
inar, or university-sponsored
meeting is a serious offence.
Where such disruption occurs,
the person
in charge should try
to quell it, Caput said, and if that
fails he should report to his su-
periors, and eventually to Caput,
which will decide if disciplinary
action should be taken.
Any proceedings include a pub-
lic hearing with the accused en-
titled to legal counsel. If any-
one was found guilty. Caput
would have the power to impose
fines, withholding of degrees or
diplomas and "with the confirm-
ation of the board of governors,
expulsion from the university.'*
But at the same time the U of
T disciplinary body said guide-
lines issued Friday by the com-
mittee of university presidents of
Ontario are not yet the legal base
for disciplinary action at U of T.
The committee's guidelines,
which lay down a hard-line-ap-
proach to virtually every form
of disturbance, must be discus-
sed fully by students, faculty and
administration, said the Caput
statement, which was signed by
administration president Claude
Bisseli.
In reply, a group of radical
students said the following wall
poster will soon appear on
the
campus in reply to Bissell's press
release:
"Claude Bissell had disrupted
the normal processes of
the uni"
versity. This extremist behaviour
by the administration, a minority;
element of the university finan*
ced by a foreign power, clearly
represents a threat to the very;
existence of this institution.
"As a result of their disrupt
tion, the normal processes
of
teaching, learning and research
have ceased. Before the univer"
sity can return to its
normal
state, students must take over
their classrooms to discuss
the
nature of this threat and formu-
late among themselves
the coi*
rect way
of handling it."
Bissell also announced Sunday
the indefinite postponement of
his
traditional address to the univer*
sity, which was scheduled
for to*
day (September 22).
He did not give any reason
fof
the postponement.
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W.L.U. Laurentian
1st Downs 19 3
Rushing 203 -18
Passing 88 54
Total Yards 291 36
Completions 9/14 3/14
Intercepted 0 ■ 5
Punting 43 31
WLU 14 15 13 9 51
Lauientian. 0 0 0 0 0
Mixed Billiards and 10 Pin Bowling
"SPECIAL STUDENT RATES"
BRUNSWICK TWIN CITY BOWL
Lower Mall, Waterloo Square
Phone 576-9950
OPEN 9 a.m. - MIDNIGHT
UNIVERSITY OF WATERLOO
Saturday 8:30 in Theatre of Arts
ROOSHIKUMAR PANDYA CONCERT
I Accompanied by the tabla and tamboura
Tickets $1.00 available at box office
now or prior to concert
